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AI>STRAC1' 

This report covers prop,ress wade during six months of a continuing 
research progrmll in the Augmented Hunan Intellect Hcsearch Center 
(AllIRC) of Stanford Hesearch Insti tute. 

The program is directed tCHvard the discovery of principles and 
techniques for the aU5~lllen tat iOIl of IllllJlan effectiveness in 
in te llectua 1 tasks hy --Jl1eans of di reet J oIl-line compnter aids used OIl 
a full-tili1e basis. 

A considerable portion of the report is devoted to developments in 
the tlOn~Lille System" (NLS) J which is a unified system incorporating 
many of the cOlnpnter aj ds that have heen developed in the project. 
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FOREWORD 

The Augmented Human Intellect Research Center (AHIRC) operates under 
multiple sponsorship by NASA. ARPA, and the 11. S. Air Force. 
Al though this report applies specifically to :~ASA Contract NASl-7879, 
not all of the work reported was funded exclusive ly by NASA. The 
Center's multiple funding is used in a highly integrated, flexible 
manner. For this reason, explicit separation of funding areas for a 
report such as this one \~ollld he di fficul t and would resul t in an 
unnatural division of material from a technical-information point of 
view. 

AJlIRC is a research center operating within Stanford Research 
Institute a It is devoted to research on techniques and principles 
for the augmentation of 1 nun an inte llectual processes by means of 
direct computer aid to intellectual (information-handling) tasks. 

This report \Vas composed, orr,ani7.ed, formatted, and typed entirely by 
means of some of the computer aids developed by AHIRC. The main body 
of the report is a general account of activities in NIIRC during the 
last six months and of pI ans for the future. Several of the areas 
treated in the main body are expanded in greater detail in the 
appendices. 
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I GENERAL 

The th rec NOS t important aspects of our progress durinp, this 
six-month period were as follows: 

Becoming operational \;lith our six-station On-Line System (NLS) 
facility 

Participatinr. in the Fall .loint Computer Conference, includinj! the 
preparation for the rreselltation (see Appendix A ror a full 
aCcOllIlt of this participation) 

~1<:~linE a significant step ahead in our "bootstrapping" 1):, 
intt'!gr:1ting a significant portion of our software activity with 
;~LS • 

\-i'e a1 Sf) have implemented qui te a few new user features into NLS. and 
have made significant progress in planning and specifying services to 
he developed for the Net\\'ork Information CCllter s 

liaving Botten our tine=sharcd, Flulticonsolc system operational, we 
have learned that at full-us<lf,c rate the system will only support six 
or seVen \Vork_ stations - - more than this de~rades the response for 
all users to an unacceptahle level. 

\~e also real ized that the evolution and Maintellance of the service 
sys tel,l was cos ti np, considerah 1y more than we had bud!;eted, caus ing 
the research acti vi ties to he resourcc-s tarved. 

A series of nc~r,otiations \vi th ARPA during this PHst six months has 
led to an increase in the level of funding (through our RADC 
contract) to bolster service-system support, and especially to 
provide some additional core mer,iory. The additional mel~ory 
capaci ty \'Ji 11 alleviate the tiJ11c-sharing bot tlenecks so that all 
12 work stations lnay he served adequately. 

h'c have also SUbl!litted t\,,;O other facility-expallsioll proposals to 
,\HPA: 

One proposal is to dcvc 1.op a mu 1 tiprocessor subsys tem that ,,'ould 
take l'lHch of the hi£~hcr- frequency service load off the 940 and 
enah 1 e us to support Clhout 32 NLS users (some over the netl'iork, 
but 24 here at SIU -,- the proposal also includes addinr, 12 more 
h·ork stations) ~ 

The ot.her rroposal is to prnvi<le an on-line CRT-to-f'ilm output 
capability such that we can alltol;latically publish Plultipaf;e 
docul'Jcnts (or nicrofic1w) containing the Plixture of text and 
illustrations that \-;e are no\,; heginnill?, to accor.lr-lodate ill :-JLS 
«:lLLs -:'"a.,_:ility is ('·;;r(\,~,i~;lly relevant to theproposccl services of 
the \:::tl';ork Infornati(lll Ccnt(~r). 
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I GENERAL 

In the misce llaneous catel~ory, there have been several noteworthy 
deve 1 opl1len t s : 

As a byproduct of our FJCC activity, we have developed a cheap and 
flexible technique for making 16-folPl Plovies directly from the 
display screen of a slaved console, wi th soulld rrOl:l a microphone 
at. the cm,Hiland con50 Ie ~ 

UsillE thi s tedmiqlle t \ve no';: have a 1-lwur, 40-Linutc filll1 that 
captures the projected video and audio t.hat the audience of our 
F.JCC session sa,-; and heard. \;e also have a 27.-minute reel 
sl1eciallv made for the suhseqnent ARPA contract.ors' meeting ill 
ll~t\\aii •. The hig movie is an 'overview of our project; the . 
smaller movie is a special feature oriented tm"ard progranullers. 

He plan to keep copies of both movies availal)le for loan to 
interested parties. 

We have evolved a prototype work station that departs 
significantly from eOllventional console design. In association 
wi th this, \ve are experimenting also \Vi th work-space layout and 
equipment (walls, tables, shelves, etc.) of a ne\.] degree of 
flexihility and modularity. 

The work station uses the same dist11ay and control devices, hut 
houses and mounts thCl11 <1i fferently. The controls are separated 
frOTH the display and are integrated into a self-contained 
"control console" that may be mounted conveniently on the users 
chair or placed upon any flat surface; the display is 
independently adjustable in position and attitude. 

These developments have been made in cooperation with the 
Heman i'HI} er Research Corporation, of Ann Arbor, r\lichigan. 
Their parent company has just COlne on the market with the new 
line of office furnishings (including the walls), and they have 
cooperated eagerly in styling and producing the prototype work 
station. 

hie expect wi thin the next six rnonths to make considerable 
progress toward housing our crew in experimental working space 
and ef{uipping them with the new work stations. 

\'~ith the increased level of our service-system activity, and with the 
development of NIC services becoming a major activity, we anticipate 
expanding our staff hy perhaps a dozen people within the next fe\-/ 
months. 
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II NEH NLS FEATURES 

A. VECTOR PACKA(;E 

1" INTRODUCTION 

TIle Vector Package is a first-stage graphics system operating 
as an integral part of NLS. 

Every drawinR created with the vector package is associated 
with a statement in an NLS file. The drawing consists of 
straight lines (vectors) and labels (text, with the srune 
character set as NLS itself)e 

2. VECTORS 

The Insert Vector cOlm'lland 
endpoints with the mouse; 
between these endpoints. 
the first endpoint of the 
start elsewhere. 

allows the user to define two 
a vector is then automatically drawn 
The second endpoint may be used as 
next vector, or the next vector may 

After a vector has been created \'lith this command, it lIlay he 
moved, translated, deleted, or projected to the vertical or 
horizontal. Each of these operations makes use of a selection 
made wi th the 1I10Use. The llser points to the vector and hits 
the COPlTiland Accept (CA) hutton; the systerll then marks the ends 
of the vector ,,,ith an () and an X. 

In the Delete Vector command, the vector is immediately 
deleted upon execution of the command. 

In the ~Jove Vector command, the end l11arked X T110ves to a new 
posi tion sc lected ,,,i th the mouse, and the end marked 0 
remains fixed. In the Translate Vector command, the end 
11larked X aain moves to a new pos i tion se lected wi tIl the 
mouse, but the end marked 0 also Ploves in such a way as to 
preserve the length and direction of the vector. 

In the Horizontal and Vertical cOIUlllands, the end marked X 
moves vertically until the vector is horizontal, or 
horizontally until the vector is vertical. 

3. LABELS 

In the Insert Lethe 1 corunand I the user types the text of a label 
and this text is then "attached" to the cursor. The user moves 
it to the desired location and hits CA; the label is then 
fixed. Tll the Iielete Lal1el command, the user simpl)' points to 
a label and it is dcJutcd on C~\; to nove a ~abel, the user nay 
cause it to ')l: ";;ltt:lchc<l" to t"i.(; /.:nrsor agaIll and move it to ,; 
any desired position. 
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J I NIJ,T NLS FL\TPRES 

·l. OTI fER cor rr·!A:~ns 

The u,Sp-r lila)' nove the PIltire drm·,'ing (set of existing vectors 
and lahels) relative to the associated statement text, or he 
na~· delete the elltire ,1rH.\\'ing and start over.. A grid of dots 
may he 5uperilT]}1osed for use as a guide ill dra\'Jinp, vectors and 
1 oea ting 1 ahe Is. 

:\ portion of the :ZI..S User's r;uide re latinp. to the vector p.u:~kage 
is given as Appendix B. 

B. l\EY\JORD RETRIEVAL SYSTEH 

The ~~cyword information~:retrieval s),stePl is essentially a method 
of reordering a lcyworded catalog of NLS files in accordance with 
sone selected and weighted subset of the availahle keywords. 

A catalog file for use with this system consists of two parts: 

A list of key\;orcls used, with information as to their meanings 

A list of files referenced, with information as to their 
contents. nachine-rcadah le lists of arrlicahle keY'words J anti 
rnachine-executahlc "link" text for retrievin£ the actual files. 

To use the catalo}~, the llse r examines the keyword listing and. 
selects (\Vith the mouse) any keywords that relate to desired types 
of infoTI:lation. lIe may also assien \veir,hts to the keywords, on a 
scale fron 1 to 10. 

Upon execution, the system assi~!ns "scores" to the entries in the 
file listing, accorciing; to the number and weights of keywords 
applying to each entry. 

It then displays a list of entries with nonzero scores, in order 
of decreasing score. This constitutes an ordered list of files 
containing the types of information desired by the user. 

The user Play no\'<' retrieve individual fi les \'lith the ,Jump to Link 
feature (described in another section of this report). 

Detailed in format jon on the operation of the information-retrieval 
system is given in Appendix C. 
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I I NEH NLS FEATlJRES 

c. CONTENT ANALYZER 

The Content Analyzer feature of NLS is a highly flexible system 
allmving the user to specify a particular "pattern" of content, 
and then cause display of only those statenlCnts in a file which 
satisfy that pattern. 

The pattern specification is written into the file itself, as 
text, in a special high-level lanRuage. The pattern may he simple 
-- e.g., it may call for the occurrence anywhere in a statement of 
some particular word -- or it may he highly complex -- e.g., it 
may involve the occurrence of several words or characters in some 
special relationship within the statement. 

The specification of sir.lple patterns is sil11ple and easy; complex 
patterns may require fairly intricate formulation. 

Stored with every statement in a file is information giving the 
initials of the last person to change the text of the statement 
and the date and time on \vhich this occurred. This infonllation 
Play he interrogated by the content analyzer: thus the user may 
wri te a pattern whose meaning is "display statements \vri tten or 
changed by anyone except me since the heginning of this week." 

Detailed information on the operation of the content analyzer is 
given in Appendix D. 

D. FILE CLEANUP 

Every NLS file contains not only the actual text and drmvings 
written into it but a great deal of information used by the system 
in transferring it frOTn one location to another, relating 
statements to one another structurally, displaying the file, etc. 

Occasionally, hardware errors cause bad spots in these data or bad 
characters in the text; also, because of the complexity of the 
software and its constant state of revision, software bugs 
sOJlletimes cause errors in file information. 

Such errors can he verv serious in their effect on a file. 
Certain types rnake the~ file completely unoeadahle hy NLS, and 
these must be corrected by accessing the file directly in core 
wi th an on-line debugging system. r,tany errors, however, affect 
the user's use of the file only when a particular statePlent is 
displayed or a particular operation attempted. 

A user conunand in NLS executes a program which can automatically 
correct Itlany of these errors and can detect and list others. This 
system, called File Cleanup, has drastically reduced the number of 
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I I NEll NLS FEATURES 

files lost through s),stcn errors, particularly those errors which 
are not il1wlediat~l)' apparent hut which may propagate into other, 
!flOre serious errors when some operation is executed on the file. 

E. LPn\: .JlJj\·IPS 

By means of "links," it is nm~ possihle for the user to move about 
in several di fferent fi les as cas i ly as he formerly moved ina 
single file. 

All files used in this fashion nust he stored on one of the 
rapid-access devices (disc or drum). The current configuration of 
the system lil~its the numher of files that can be so stored, but 
plans for the near future include the ahility to store many files 
in this fashion. 

A link is a string of text specifying a particular file, a 
location ill that file, and a set of vie\ving parameters to be us{~d 
in displaying the file initially. The format of the link is 
(tJSEP~~AJ>IE, FILENA\fE ,LOCATION :VIEHSPECS). 

The user name is omitted if the referenced file belongs to the 
same user as the current file. 

The file name is omitted if the link refers to a location in 
the current file. 

If the location is omitted, the heginning of the file is 
assl.rrned. 

If the VIEWSPECs are omitted, the current VIE\<:SPECs are 
assllllled. 

This text strine, which is readable hy the user or by the system, 
is inserted in the file text in the same way that a 
cross-reference would be used in hardcopy. Note that it may refer 
to another file or to another location in the current file. 

\'lhen a user encounters the link, he may follow it simply by giving 
the command "Jump to Link" and pointing to the link with the 
cursor. The referenced material is immediately displayed; the 
user may then return to the previous display, or he may follmv 
another link if there is one. 

Detailed information on the use of links is given in Appendix E. 

F. VIEHCHANGE 

A large set of user conunands has heen implemented to give the NLS -
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I I NEW NLS FEATURES 

user the pmver to reforl~lat his display. The various feedback 
entities normally displayed at the top of the screen may be 
individually moved, modified, or deleted, as may the main text 
area of the display. 

Any of these display entities may be suppressed completely, or 
moved to a different part of the screen, or displayed in larger or 
sMaller characters than non!lul. They may also be displayed in 
italic, underlined, or flashing characters. 

The command feedhack line may also be displayed in abbreviated 
form, showing only the initial letters of the \'lords normally 
displayed. 

In the main text area, the line length and the nwnber of lines 
may he adjusted. 

The two characters used for displaying the cursor spot ("bug") 
may he changed 8 

Once the user is satisfied \'lith a new display format, he may cause 
the various display parameters that he has set to be stored as 
part of hi.s file. At any future time he may then retrieve them 
with a user command and put them into effect. 

One purpose of this system is to permit reformatting of the 
display for use in video communication. Thus a user may clear 
some area of his screen (e. 8. top or bottom hal f. right or Ie ft 
half, or one corner) to he used for superimposing a video irnage of 
his own face, another user's face, another user's display, or some 
other ima~e. 

Experimentation with these techniques is still at an early stage, 
hut some of the possibilities were explored quite extensively in 
the presentation for the 1968 Fall .Joint Computer Conference, 
where a large screen with the speaker's console display projected 
on it \Vas used as a primary means of communication to the 
audience. 

G. PRINTER GRAPHICS 

NLS files may he output on a Potter line printer, and this is the 
normal l11ecUlS of obtaining a quick ha.rdcopy of a file for internal 
use, where hi~h physical quality is not an objective. 

Chanees in the printer portion of the output processing system 
permi t drawings created in NLS fi les wi tIl . the vector. package to he 
approximated on the printer by plottinR lInes as serIes of 
periods, vertical-har characters, etc. The quality of these 
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I I Nm~ NLS FEA'"fURES 

"drawinr,s" is usually good enough for intelligibili ty and for 
examination of page format. 



I I I TYPElJRITER-ORIENTED DOCtJr·1ENTATION AID SYSTEi\1 (TODAS) 

The first stage of TODAS has been implemented and is in use. This 
system permits a trained typist to enter docUfolents into the system 
via paper tape produced on a Teletype or other typwriter-like device. 

DOCUHents entered in this fashion incorporate the NLS 
structured-sta.tcnlent fornat; this li.:lV be as elahorate as de5ir(~d 
by an i1uthOJ' or, i:l the Cll:-C: of a dO~lll:lent not wri tten with NLS in 
mind, nay sinply use paragraphs a!': stateTl1cnts in a one-level list. 

The paper tape is rea(l in via a simple process and creates a 
sequential file resclilbling files produced with QED. This file may 
then he converted to an NLS file hy use of the NLS command Insert (!ED 
Branch. 

The typist lllUSt create statc111ent nur:lhers if they are not present ill 
the original copy, and HUSt use a special character to indicate 
capitalization. Apart from this, the typist simply transcribes the 
material literally. 

The typist fl1ay correc.t simple typing errors by typing special 
control characters to cause deletion of \Vords just typed or of a 
statement being typed. All other corrections are left to he done 
under NLS after the file is converted. 

Detailed information on the operation of TODAS is given in Appendix 
F. 
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IV (;RAPHICS-ORIENTED DOCt}rltENT OU'fPUT SYSTEI .. f (GODGS) 

Gonos has been implemented as a first-stage experirnental system. 

It is now possible to output an NLS file to 35-pun film via a 
high-resolution CRT on a CDC 3200 at another SRI computer facility. 
In this way drm'lings in the fi Ie can be converted to high-quali ty 
hardcopy, and in general a great deal of format and character-font 
flexibility can he gained over mechanical methods of producing hard 
copy. 

The procedure is to output the NLS file through the output processor 
to a "film file" \vhich is copied to magnetic tape. This tape is then 
read by the CDC 3200 and processed by a special program which 
controls the CRT. Thirty-five-Fdllimeter film is automatically 
produced, one page per frame, and can then be used to produce 
high-quality Xerox copies. The total turnaround time for this 
process is typically on the order of hours if the volume of material 
is not excessive. 

At present, the operating costs of (;01)05 are about 50 cents per frame 
of film and 1 or 2 cents per page of Xerox copy. 

Limitations 

Limitations in the accuracy of the CRT make the characters 
somewhat irregular, but they are highly legihle. 

The output display hardware uses variable-width characters. As a 
result, it is currently impossible to format tahular data. 

The maximum total image area that can be produced on the Xerox 
copy is 7-1/2 by 7-1/2 inches, corresponding to about 90 
characters per line and 40 lines per page. The line length is 
more than is needed for most purposes -- a 6S-character line is 
standard. However, the 40-line limit is a severe limitation on 
the amount of information that can he included on a page. 

The output processor that converts the NLS file to a film file 
cannot at present cope with graphic material superimposed on the 
text of a statement. This is regarded as a severe lind tation 
because this intimate combination of text and graphics is a 
particularly attractive area for exploration as a technique for 
information presentation. 

Detailed information on the operation of Gonos is given in Appendix 
G. 
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V t~ETh'ORK INFORr.tATION CENTER (NIC) 

A. I NTHOIHJCTI W~ 

TIle Net\vork Information Center (NIC) is a set of services to be 
offered by the Augmented litllnan lnte llcet Research Center (AllI RC) 
of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) to the users of the ARPA 
Conputer ~~et,\ork. These services Flake use of the AlIlRC cOJ1lputer, 
an sns 940. Use r access to the N I C wi 11 b(~ primari ly th rough the 
network, hut al ternate means such as phone calls, letters, etc., 
will Rlso he used. (at least initially). 

Some of the systeH spe( i fications for the [\IC are given in 
Appendix I I. 

t\ najor goal of the NIC is to try tn satisfy those information 
needs upon which the su(:cess of the "net\\,ork cxpcrimentH\oJill be 
most dependent.. The NIC, then, is concertwd '\lii th supplyinr; 
infoniliHi on and documentation services -- as contrasted to other 
possible services such as project r;"lanagenent. cOfl1pilinB. etc. 

User neptIs of concern to the ;'-He are (lS fo I1m<!s ~ 

(1) Creation of J)oCllI'lcnts 

Users wi 1] need to create dOCtlJilents for u:;e i~r other net\'lork 
users and f0r their own usc. After a docuncnt has beell 
created the user nay \\'ish to inspect and/or modi fy it. 

Users \vi 11 need to exanine (i. e, read) documents to various 
depths. Such an exa~'1inat ion Piay he a prp 1 w.le to subsequent 
modification actions or oth(T retrieval actions,. 

(3) ;1odi fi ca ti on of Documents 

Users \vil1 need to nC1dify documents of their own creation, 
tvhether to correct errors t acId, de lete J change J or merge. 
They tdll also desi re to nodify d,oClllilents created by others. 

(4) Searchin l" for DocuP1cnts 

Th{~ user \'Jill need to be ahle to scan collections of 
docur.wn ts to search for j terns re levan t to his ,·mrk at a 
given mora(~nt. If H search is successful the user v:il1 
desire to inspect and/or retrieve documents that he selects. 

11 



V NETh'ORK IN FOIe,· !J\T I ON CENTER 

(S) Retrieval of Documents 

\;hcn a user has 5 tronE interest in a document. set of 
documents, or sections of dOClUncIlts, he will need to have a 
copy of the naterial for hinself. The retrieval (if such 
information rnay result in copies in various fon:1S -- e.g. 
hardcopy (parer, microfilm) o:r softcopy (computer .files). 

c. SEl~VI CES 

To satisfy these needs, the NIC is expected to provide the 
followinc services: 

(1) Access to ;d C Services 

This wi]l he initially provided vi a the net\v'ork and via 
"dialup" /lataphonc lines for type' .... ritC'rs arlli Im,'-speed CRT 
terqinals. Later, access will be provided via the network 
for high-performance CRT t.erninals. 

(2) A Repository for a Collection of !)oCU)':lents 

This collect ion wi 11 consist of dOCltPlt·mts contril,utcd by 
network users or collected hy the staff of the NIC. 
Elenents of the co11ection l-dll include research reports, 
user' 5 r;uides t systel,1 and progran descriptions, actual code) 
and papers of general llser interes t.. The co llection \.;i 11 be 
kept in various versions: 

1 n hardcopy, as mi c.rnfi lr.] and paper Has ters he Id at the 
;';1<.:& Replicas would be rOHt.inely d.istributed to each 
netlVork site and other selected organizations for the 
users. 

Speci al Illicrofi In replicas of selected port ions of the 
raicrofi 1m masters or the softcopy would- he provided in 
microfilm form u.pon request. 

;\ (·:(It(l.1()[~ \\'il1 1)(:~ tl11e {)f t.llf! eler1CJlts i11 tl"lC collccti()Jl. It. 
will 1 ist all naterial in the collection, \.,thether it exists 
as softc.opy, hardcopy. or any combination. 

(:5) /\ Documentation-Aid System 

The SystCF1, oriented initially to typewriters (and later to 
CRTs). 'vi II incorpora.te text-edi ting and text-restructuring 
facilities slTl1ilar to those nOi'J ava:ilable i.n the AHIl(C 
On-Line System (NLS) .. 

12 
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V NETWHU, INFOIH·IATION CE;'~TER 

This system is called TODAS, for Typewritel~-OrieJ)ted 
Docmqent (l t.i on .. Aid Sys ten. 

The hierarchical strncture. basic to the concept of the NLS, 
wi 11 he available for use in all documents he1'l by the NIC. 
(It nay, of course,be used simply as a list of para~:raphs, 
headings. etc.) The dOCUlnentatinn-aid system will assist 
the ~lser h1 generating and using documents that exploi t the 
possihilities of tIns structure. 

A transcription service ,·,till he available at the ~IC to 
transc-ribe har,lcop), dOClll'iients into a softCO:1)i version to be 
he Id in the ;'HC $ °!11 is servi ce wi 11 permi t the in i tital 
entry into the NIC held corpus of large nunhers of existinr; 
ciocument 5 and IWl.\i·l y generat.ed dOCllrlt'~nts (at least during the 
initjal rln~se of the neth'ork) \'lithout unduly burdening the 
user. It h'lll provide a t.ransit.ion interval while users 
he~:::o)nc acquainted \o,ij til the ~n.s dOl:Hnent structure r0J':111at. 
tiltjnately. it is assuned that dOCllHents will be ori~:inally 
hTitten h'ith the use of computer aids -- eithr'r on the 
uscr f S C(Wiputcr or ,.;i th :NJ C' 5 dnCilmcn t-~·d(l sys tem. 

(4) A Query and Search Systen 

This systeFl "'ill he applicable to softcopy antI hardcopy 
version:s of the collect ion. By weims of the "content 
analyzer" (.1 feature of the present ~~LS) the llser will able 
to constrnct content spci:iFicatiCtHS for searching the~·:IC 
col1e(.tion .. 

By neans o.f 1 inks het\~cen dOCHl:lents and wi th in anyone 
dOCIlFlrmt (another feature of the present ~JLS) theuser\d 11 
be able to folIo\<: prctletermined "trails" throu~h the ide 
collection. 

1"'1.:1;1:-1, arc hein~ made to de vclclp a !":Il: catalof,~ encor'lpassing 
the sortcopv and liardccl1Y (nicrofiln) versions of the 
col1ectjull:' 

(5) :\ net ric'val rlThl Output Systl~r;' 

This systcn t'-'i It h;lVC onl jne, 01-f1 inc, softcop;" J ;nul 
!l:!rdcopy (nlcrnI"ilI:1) <lppl iC.<ltion'",. 

rect ilC S t (:1 "copy" 0 J:" t: 11 e', \~, ('U: lC1", t. 

:1 ::~<.:1t('Ul'), i-ur w,c tLn.lugh ~~lC 

(lids, or tor llse at. LL; O\·,n conpntc • 
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versions either on microfilm or on paper. hoth produced at 
the NIC~ If he obtains a copy of the file at his machine he 
can t of cOl1rs(~. produce his own hardcopy version. 

It is expected that the user 'viII typically desire selected 
"ViCHS" of the dOCUP1cnt, rather than the entire document 
i tsel f ~ A vicw can be specifiecl as to depth ill th{~ 
hierarchic;:ll fi Ie structure, trlmcation (nul1lber of 1 ines of 
each staterncnt), and section or secti ons of the fi It'! or 
files~ 

The vi e\'i will be chosen by the user and \vi 11 depend upon the 
depth ,vith \vhidl he \'.Tishes to examine the doctUnent and the 
type of terrninal at hi s disposal. A typewri ter user wi 11 
des ire smaller vo lUl11es of material than \oJ] 11 the CRT user. 
hecause of the s 10" speed of the terr!linal; the range of 
possible vie\\is will reflect this. 

D. INITIAL PLl\ .. \iS 

1. lISERS TO BE SFRVEH 

The initial plan covers the period from the present to Decemher 
19h9. During this interval the network will he in its 
developmental stage and will be unavailable tor general u~e8 
The parties concerned with this development will he ARPA, BBN 
(the network contractor), and the four initial sites 
(Uni versi ty of Utah, lJCSH ~ UCLA, and SIU,) t These parties are 
the primary users to he served during this time with the 
emerging NIC services. NIC's specific service features are 
being oriented toward the needs of these users. Users at the 
other 15 sites are expected to use the NIC to a lesser degree 
durin8 this period, but will become increasingly active eluring 
the latter part of 19()~ and through 1970. 

2. INITIAL SERVICES 

The focus of the NIC \"ill be upon the developTllcnt of its basic 
collect.ion of documents, a Typewriter-Oriented 
J)ocur.lentation-Aid System (TUnAS) t and an early version of the 
on-line search and retrieval process. 

Information in the initial collection is heing oriented to 
documents pertainin!; to the network deve lopment, and to 
descriptions of syst.ems and sUbysteJllS to be available at the 
initial sites$ This informat.ion consists of progrmn 
documentation, system descriptions, llser manuals. protocols and 
procedures~ and status reports. 

14 



V NETh'ORK n~FOm·1ATI()N CENTEl{ 

A NIC transcription service is already partially operational 
and transcrihing these dOCUJnents into the NIC. 

A preliminary version of the Type\vritcr-Oricnted DOClU]ent 

Aid System (TODAS), is now in use by the transcription 
service, operating in the off-line mode only. 

Quite early, about the 2nd quarter·of 1969, the collection will 
he nade availahle to the llsers in microfilm form. At that time 
a NIC system, cal1e(i. Craphics-Uriented Document Output System 
CGC)f)OS) \ViII enable computer-held information at the NlC to be 
recorded onto microfilm via a eHT. 

During the third quarter of 1!lb9 an on-line version of TODAS 
should be h1pielaentcd to permit users with Teletype uachincs OIl 

tIl C <.1i a.1 up tc lephone netl'.'ork to call in to the N I C and execute a 
limited search system. 

During the last quarter of 19()9 the (lJl-line version of TODAS 
with text-manipulation capabilities should be availahle. 

3 e PRESE.t\T (0 L1.ECT ION 

l11e present NIC collection contains (in softcopy forp1) all or 
portions of the follm"ing dOcllinents: 

(1) Iralf~rone Perspective Drawings by Computer 

c. 1;ylie j C. Rnl'mer, TI. C. Evans, A. Erda.hI (UrAII) 

14 Novenber 1~l67, Revised 12 February 1968. 

(2) A FOJrrRAN V Interactive r;raphical Syster1 

A. C. Reed, D. E. Pallin. S. T. Bennion (UTAH) 

3 April 1968. 

c:~) (;5 - Graphics Syster:l 

L. Copeland and C. S. Carr (lfrAII) 

15 Noverilier 19h7. 

15 
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(4) ! Iliac IV -- SystCJllS Characteristics Hnd Programming 
~lanHnl 

Burroughs (orporation (OI) 

1 t,larch 196~, Change 1, 12 .Tune 19h8. 

(S) Procedures and Standards For Inter-Computer 
Communications 

A. K • B h us h an and I ~ • If. 5 tot zen T) 

Reprinted from AFIPS Conference Proceeding!;, Volume 3~, 
EH)H:t 

(6) Srecifications of Interface .t;essage Processors for the 
;\HPA r.onpnt er >Jctw)rk (StHtelilCllt of \~ork Annex UBU) 

Advanced Heseal'ch Projects Agency (ARPA) 

(7) n.C.S.H. On-Line Syste;] :'tnHual 

Oni vers i ty of Cal i fond a, Santa Barbara (HCSH) 

1 October 1967. 

E. B" Sh<lpiro (SRI) 

~~T C St.:l ff (ST~ I) 

16 January 19M). 

Nrc Staff (SHl) 

1() 



VI SERVICE-SYSTEH DEVELOPf,IENTS 

A. TIHE-SHARING SYSTE~l 

\{e have continued to fo110\\1 closely the time-sharing system (T55) 
as evolved by project GENIE at Berkeley. 

\¥e are current ly running the TSS 1.96 system. which includes 
some improvements in user features over the earlier TSS 1.94. 

This version also provides for scratch files on the disc as 
well as the earlier KDF disc file systeM. 

In the last few months project (~ENIE has reduced its effort on the 
time-sharing system~ and ,-.[e wi 11 have to pick up any continued 
evolution. 

B. NLS SOFTlvARE 

A new version of NLS lvas assemhlcd early in November. This system 
includes most of the user features originally specified (see 
Section II). 

Considerahly more study has been done on the probleM of serving 
NLS through the time-sharing system. 

'TIle resul ts of these studies show that 'ole lii 11 not he ab Ie to 
serve Nore than 6 users at a time wi th reasonah Ie response 
under the present hardware-software system. 

The study also develops a proposed solution to this situati{)H" 
In particular. we plan to do some rather extensive rewriting of 
the NLS softHare and compilers. and to provide external storage 
for display buffers. 

Extensive plans have been made for improvement and rewriting of 
the basic software tools for our system. 

Ne plan to integrate the MOL. Tree r·<feta. and the SPLs wi th NLS 
so that source code files can be entirely in the system and 
compilation/assemhly can be done directly from the NLS file .. 
In addition. the compilers should run faster and compile 
tighter code (See Appendix I). 

C. HARIHi ARE 

~oth display systems have been delivered by Tasker. but neither is 
accepted as yet. 

Both systems are operating reasonably well and are almost up to 
the expected performance as discussed in the last quarterly 
report. 

17 
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j\c havp reached an ap,reemcnt 'vi th Tasker on an acceptance test 
procedure. includill~ test 11atterns, that \;'111 be carried out OIl 
the systems. These tests hill exercise the SystCiilS {it the 
nodi.ficd perfornallce levels and \','C expect that hoth S;Tstems 
wi 11 he acc(~pted under these terms hy the end of Feh r'1'lry. 

The Friden keyboards havp. bee1. overhauled hy Fridell ~ but they <n'C' 
s ti] 1 margi n;11 in perfnrvwJlcc & The H;,d.ntcnann: requI red to keep 
tLem ill operation iSl1iuch too hi~!h8 

~;c have ordered 1}.Hi keyboard~ fron Ikor for cvaluaticnl* These 
should be de 1 ivered in the next few \,;eeks ~ 

Si pni ficant inproVt~nent5 have heen nadc in the video systen. 

t~e have irilpnni'ed the nonitorin!y, ;1I1d distribution system hy tbe 
addition of ,m'1plifi£'rs1. and \\'(' have added equipment for split 
screen and video Ji1ixiIlI~. rIds efluipFlCllt \\'a5 extrcncly valuable 
for our prcs(~ntat ion at the F.JCC ~ and l;e are not,. us i ng it in a 
pernancnt setuI"! for lilakinf; movies. 

\;0 arc currently making movies entirely over the video 
system. A fill;l service in San Francisco will mak~ sound 
fi Ims di reet 1)' froH a TV 1110ni tor.. \d til the Yid.xinr, and 
srecial·~e ffects equi pment:. c.omb inilt i on5 of 
computer=[;cnerated vit:ws and live vim-.'s of people and 
facilities are eOHhined to produce the fibl~ 

I) ~ (:Or'lPUTER-CE;'~ERATEI) StH1NU 

h"ork is pr.ogressing at a low level of effort on the implementation 
of a systclIl for carrying sound signals frolil the coapllter to the 
individual cOHsoles. 

These signals ,~i 11 ini tially he used to carry feedhack 
information on the state of user operations heing carried out. 
Other uses for this informatioH channel may be expected to 
arise as soon as it is avai lalde. 

18 
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A. PROPOSALS FOR EXPANSION 

During this last period Ne issued three proposals to ARPA for 
expansion of various aspects of our prograJ11. 

He have developed specific plans for the next few months. based 
upon the assumption that Proposal I \"0':'-11 he accepted. If the 
others are accepted, l\'e \d 11 Hodi fy our plans accordi1lgly ~ 

Proposal I: Exranded NIC ac.:tivity. added hardware and software 
to increase the capacity or our SystClil to 12 simultaneous NLS 
uscrs e 

Proposal II: Interactive liisrlay Stlbsystejll-~ for increasing till..' 
consolc-supp<)!·t cnp<Ic:it:-, "t' uur current SDS Y40 system from its 
currcnt II CIL' co',;,oh:", tl, ;:i;'~t ;Illd ftlf adding 12 tlure un cOBsole:: 
For IOCfli l,lSC$ 'Chis \JOuld le:lve res(~rve capacit;"for ahout 5 i\LS 
users +"r01,1 the nct1;fork at large I or the equi valcnt in general 
i~ett';ork service. 

By next year \\'e \\i 11 need the capacity to hand Ie about 24 
interactive Rraphics terlilinals (for AliI and NIC staff), plus 
the e<1.ui valent of S or 6 such users as remote net\.;ork service. 

The modifications to our system discussed here would be an 
alt{~rnativc to Proposal 1. 

The general basis for this expansion design stems from a 
dichotomy of service responses" 

The current saturation of our 940 at about b to 7 users of 
NLS (the On-Line System) is due to excessiv(~ demands on the 
s\vapper t.o handle the many simple feedback responses; the 
processor itself is definitely not cOlnpute-bound~ 

Upon analysis of the response services provided by the 
systetTl, there emerges a clear dichotOT'lY that leads to some 
important new system~organizati()n possibilities: 

Class I service responses, requiring access to the file 
data or otherwise requirinB the full time-sharing 
capahility of the 940 

Class I I servi ce responses, not requl rIng fi Ie access, 
but rather operating upon a relatively sJ'nal] amollnt of 
data (i~e~t upon the "context" record for the user's 
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current control state and upon his display-buffer 
information) • 

This dichotOlI1Y is prohab 1y rather typical of in teractive 
systems. 

The Class II responses account for the largest numher oi:
1 

servi ce t_rans act ions. and thl~ir high peak rates of 
occurrence pro(luce the current high, disabling ratio of 
sNapping time to compute time. 

Thes.e responses entail Lnowll, short cOllputations. anti can 
he serviced by simple queuing and executing to 
completion. In other \,'ords. they do not requi re the 
h'hole tine-sharing machinery. 

\{c propose to develop a special suhsystmrt. interposed bet~\.;een 
the ~l·H) ,Hid tIlt' dis;11ay ~tatinns, tllat can liandl{'hi.il'k·statioll 
I/O and the Cla~);; II rcspcrnscs) lcavill}; U'e ~i4() t() scrvlct: only 
the Cla~~s 

I t has Lcen prevj ons 1:--' r'(>c~u~,u·lc':ll:ed that ::.his division of 
ser\,jeillgshnu.l(l nllt~lin h!tCH \.1 .t....:,'j'i.lC'.:,.tf' rCl'lnt Lctwork 
(l~,!;L:;' hit:, ':1.:.:; "- i.l.." t Ull...: ~l'>~. "-:Y':l)lt·;:'\·~. I.j-' the l'{'l',otf' 'tscr 
sLoll~d keep the CO;ltT(llr.st;lt·· t;lblc~i. the lit(~raJ l'affers, 
et1~., and s/(ouic; l~rnvrd{' t1ic rLl~~S II n;Spt.lllScs. 

;'luch of tIH,.' ('las:; 11 service is affc,:tnl by tile 
parti cldHr di ~p lay dev ices tete. I and \,;0\1 ld Hced to he 
special to trlat host in any' cast;:. 

At leas t tllcrc \d 11 have to Lf' (1 cOIlver!;ioll process in 
that I10st in ordC'T to i:1ap inrHlt clevicf,'S to a standard 
input for ilS t and naj) a standard output descrirtion 
into thei.r olltpllt-devi ce drivers. 

'fhis plan has been put fr}l-1:;ard in a merno:randnrl hy ,r 8 F,. 
J{1.11i~fson (Sl'~I,li\Jil) [IJlti ~;~ r:(lrr (1ft- tIll). 

Thus, this net,' desi,~n v;ould offer all appeal illP. uniforrnity 
with respect to the net\vorl., in that the 940 would service 
reiJlote users via the net":ork in exact 1;' the same ";ay as it 
would servi ce local users via the interface sul,systen .. 

'fhe Class II response programs would he Kritten ill our 
Jilachine~,independellt Special-Purpose Languar;es (SPLs), for 
lvhich (in the f(ulifson/Cl1rr proposal) translators would 
he developed to conpile the control prograns for either 
our interactive-display sul>systel;J or the remote host 
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computer. 

IIaportant to our approach an~ the interval-distribution 
characteri st i cs ohserved ,,;i tIl our r\LS users. For C1 ass-l 
responses, the !l1ean is allout g seconds J 

\-;ith tllis distribution, it isestii;lated that tIle 940 could 
service at least :~O llsers with response equivalent to wilat 
it now provides \1/hen it is servicing 4 or S users. 

In that this same type of interface suhsystem could h(~ used 
with less responsive time-shariHf! systems to al10\'/ them to 
aCCOlllJ!lotiate some hir,hly interactive users. the need for 
developing pl'inciples of design is rather general" 

Also, for future such applications (hoth ours and others) it 
Seems quite iliil'ortant that the inpleli1elltation of such an 
"interface" suhsystem he very flexible (and expandab]l~) in 
tenilS of how many terminals it could handle. 

TIns ,\'ould mean that such a special~rurposc 5ysten, fittillP: 
het\';ecll a p,eneraJ -purpose time-sharing $ystem fmd H set of 
interactive display terrlinals t cmdd be ilflpleHelltcd 
econol'lical1y to serve a tri al set of tenlinals J and (',auld 
then he t~xpanded easily; as needed (td til nininuH ('.ost 
penal ty for not beginning wi th the final capac! ty) • 

Proposal III: Film output. Syster:1 -~ for setting up a flexihle. 
high-rtuality facility allO\~ing autoHatic output fTOi,j our ~q() files 
onto fi ll!l. in such a \;tay that nicrofi 1.101, nicrnfiche. or prill t copy 
can be produceJ \d th a iu 11 ranf!c of integrated text and graphic 
content" 

~~e aTe not seekinH !1uhl ishinR-house quali ty in font, 
resolution, or stahility. Such quality \<Jould he desirable in 
principle, but its incremental value for our purposes does not 
seenl to justify the associated incrcnnental costs for 
aC'luisition and operation. 

\~e do seek a quality suitahle for technical reports and 
(lOCllmentation, but the nlOS t important added feature we seek is 
the capahility to produce (under progl'aH control) arhitrary 
characters and figures at arbi trary locations on a page un\l to 
produce all the pages of ;1 document in autonatic 5uccesslCln. 

\Vc want to be: able to handle all of the content of the 
docu]TIcnts (except photo8raphs) \\'ith111 the cOlaputerized systelH. 

including the processes of cOlnpositioH, study, modification, 
and output. 
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\;e also want to use this graphical freedom of page COlllposi tion 
to explore new techniques of hardcopy presentation for the 
types of material \\Ie will !landle in the :\IC and in our other 
AliI work e 

\~e f'eel that it \ ... ·i 11 be very valuab Ie to the experimental scope 
and progr·pss of the nett'lork if critical documentation can be 
flexihly and rapidly updated and then rapidly and cheaply 
distributed. \~e intend to handle text, Rraphs. line figures, 
tah 1 e$ and eqllat ions. 

\;i thout the proposed equiplilent ~ we would plan on using a lower 
qual i ty system that is avai lab le on a closed-shop hasis 'vi thin 
SIH. h'e have al ready he gun deve lopinp the progra.1iUilin~; and 
conventions for using this type (·,f graphic outpute 

B., SOFT~vARE FOR TIl!: ~uo 

The follmd.ng soft\,·are tasks are current I;: ill tl:e coding process. 

The Tree ~·Ieta and ;iOL compilers are beinG c:ol'!pletely rC\.;!'ittcll. 
This is part of a larger prograrn to rewri te all the system 
cor;1pilers. disnlssedin Appendix 1. 

nodificatl(lnS to the TSS file-h~l1li.ning soft\\i';~re are being ;l1ade 
to perlilit rH:n.lanent stora;;e of f11t!s on the disc \·:ithout the 
restr.ictions ilaposed by the current 1\IlF SystClil. 

The rollm·;ing soft\vare tasks Ilre currently in the design process. 

The hardconv output nroc~:;s and the process of vic\\'ing a file 
011 1 ine cn~~' both~ hei ~lg totally reorganized and to smile e:",tent 
integrated \"i th each other s 

The ne\.; output and display-creation processes wi 11 lllvol ve 
great ly increased user control via embedded text <Ii recti Yes 
(wi th "1!1acrodirective" capahilit)f), sinnl taneous display of 
material from nOTe than one fi le t far more sophis tic:ated 
control of output formatting, .and other ne\'l llser features as 
\\'ell as improved functioning in the service-system aspects. 

The current vector package in t~LS (see Appendix B)ld 11 be 
rC\':ri tten to provide a number of net.; and improved features,. 

C. :JETHURK 

The Net\'Jork Decode-Encode Language (DEL) is in the design stages. 
This is a special-purpose InnU1Hl0e fOl- \:ritin£:; pr0E;rams for user 
in teractioll wi til rePlote sys tCTtlS .. 
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These programs. called Renote Encode Programs (REPs), have 
three functions: local sinulation of fcedbHck, construction of 
messages to go across the >Jeth!ork, and trans lation of messages 
recei ved from across t.he Netwol~k. 

For a user operati11g a system at a Tf'r:)ote site, the loc(:t.1 
REP hi 11 simuLtt{;~ the interact i ve feedhack of t.he rCl'1ote 
systen. \~ithout any COfu:lunicatioH over the ;·~cthor].; .• 

The .local REP \\'i11 then construct hard\~'are-indcrendeHt 
me5sag(~S from the user's control actions, and transmit theln 
to the renote site. 

The remote REP "vi 11 recci V(' these messages t traIlS 1 ate them 
to the appropriate form for the systcTIl bein~; operated, and 
transr;li t them to the s)"stelll.. I t wi 11 then accept response 
nessages from the system, translate them to 
hardware-independent form. and trans1:1i t thePI to the .local 
si te. \'dH~re they are processed hy th(~ local ::UT and 
transmitted to the use:r interface. 

Some detajls OB the desir;n of this language and .its systel:l 
envi ronmen t are ,~i \-'en in Append ix . .1 .. 

D.. ~ETlvORl\ INFOm·IATIUN CENTER (NJC) 

Detailed plans are 11m.; being made for implementation of the iiIC; 
Appendix K is a planning document for this task. 
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Appendix A 
Ala PAHTIC]pXrIOi'~ I:J TIlE F.JCC 

1. INTIHllHJCTION 

On 9 Dcccmller 196H, Dr. I). C. Engelhart l'1fule it presentation to 
the 1965 Fall .Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco. This 
constitnted an entire S(~ssion, of t'~hich Dr. Engclbart \':215 

Chairman. 

The presentation \.,ras a demonstration of the ~pecial techn.iques 
and capabilities developed by the Center; interactive cOrrlTmter 
nanipulation of text, with rcal-tiPlc CRT di5plt1)/~ \vas used as 
the medlm'l for describing, ller:1onstrating. and discussing the 
Center's \'mrk in developing the capabilities \,;hich were heing 
derrlonstraten. 

The u::;cr console. the projection equipnent, and the video 
control equipment \·~'erc located in the lecture hall; ill 1 
other equipment -- the conputeritself, the CHI display 
equipMent, etc. -- rennined Ht Stanford Research Institute 
in nen,10 Part.. Video,. audio, ~md control information lvcre 
transl;Litted via appropriate links leased from thE' telephone 
company_ 

This "conputer ricdim'jH \\<15 closely coordinated ldth the usc of 
speech and of ;:ltlvanced video techniques I and the resul ting 
combination v~<lS comr.nmicated to the l1udience by means of 
projection television. 

The television inage ";as llsed to carry pictures of the 
computer CItT display, the faces of speakers, and equipnent 
in the AIIIRC computer room at Stanford Research Institute. 

During the refllaining two days of the con ference J the Ali 1 Research 
Center held open house in a specially prepared room at the 
conference. 

The reaction of conference participants was ilir,hly enthusiastic, 
and ercatly increased public and professional interest in the 
Center's activities is expected as a consequence. 

The Center·s participation in the FJCC \\las also a testinr program 
for a nlL'nber of ne'.". and projected devclopPients in the Center's 
work. The Conference program lias the culmination of several 
months of intensive preparatory work. 

2. PREPARATlm~ 

The preparatory work fell into three major catec:ories: new 
hardlvare and nodi fication of exist ing hardv:are.' nell; software. and 
the nateriais, techniques, and scenario for the actual 
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presentation~ 

:l. lIARDh~ARE PREPAHATION 

\lJOHK ON VISUAL-UrAGE Fqlnp:il~~<T 

The principal effort in the hardware area was concerned wi th 
the generation, procesSinr!,f mixing, transmission, and 
projection of visual images. 

fluch work was done on the priJ11ary displays and 
JisplaY-r:.cneration equipment by both STH and Tasker 
personnel, to have therr, in peak operating condition. 

Considerable \\lork was also done on television systcns, 
for usc in mixin£: va~rious images in various ,~ays. 

Transr;lission of all remote inrOrl'lHtion from ~·ienl0 Park to 
San Francisco \,a5 handled hy raic}'m..;ave link. which 
entailed detailed coordination \;ith the telephone 
company. 

For projection of display and video images at the 
conference, an Eidophor television projector was ohtained 
on loan fron i'·~ASA-AL1CS Hescarch Center, and considerab Ie 
effort went into faPliliarization Kith this device and 
adjusti'1ent of .i ts interface wi th the SIU equipment. 

HOHl( ON cor··JSOLE EQlJJ rflENT 

TIle console used for the presentat.i on was of a ne\·; dcsi;:n by 
Iiernan ;'.11. J ler Research. 

The old-style consoles used by MIlne consist .. of a tahle, 
Kith the display nonitor partially recessed in the top 
and the th ree cont red. devi ccs (keyboard. kcyse t. and 
P1ouse) at the froBt ed?e. 

The nC\·J console has the r;H.mitor illoulltcd hy itself on a 
lTiovahle stand (\\'all-nounted or .free-standing) and the 
controls i'10unted on a tray attac1H~d to the user's cl1:ur. 

b. SOFT\,~,\ru: pm:ri\R\TIO~'; 

The soft\';(1re preraratiClI1 i.nchli1ed pror:ra.;:llLi ng of several net-: 
fC:.lturcs ,. 

Prnvis i Oll \",'(15 Lade to 1 ink t\;O separate t j :if'~sh arcd (:011501e5 
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:("t./"l~ co 11 allorat i ve h'OTL, 11Y di S}) 1. a)ring the cursor spots :for 
botL consoles on ea.ell display screen. The sarr,e information 
is displayed on each console (by video s\.,;itching, under 
nanual control), h'ith one user in control of the system ("md 
the other cOl'!r1ltmicating ,d th hi;il via an audio 1 ink. The 
second user uses his cursor as a pointer when naking 
1'0 ference to i nforna tion on the di sp lay. 

New COn!ilclIlds were inrlclilcnted to give the uscr direct 
control over the formattinr; of the display. This control 
permits detailed restructuring of the space allocations on 
the screE"n, 'vi th the primary purpose of perrd tting special 
fornatting for use with video linting. Thus the user may 
format his screen so that all computer-generated display 
appears only on the left half of the screen J leaving the 
right half free for video of another user's face, or another 
user's display, etc. 

The software fOT the first st(l.ge of a computer-generated 
sound system was implenented. This system \ViII rrovide each 
console ,,·!ith a sOHnd signal nodulated in various h'avS to 
carry real-time inforPlation on the internal process~s of the 
systelil, as relevant to the individual user. 

As implemented for the F.JCC, this system provided sound 
to only one console, and carried only limited 
informa tiOIl. 

Besides these new software features, the software preparation 
involved accelerated development and debuBging of a number of 
other features, including capabilities for embedding 
machine-executable cross-reference links in file material and 
an interacti ve ke)'l'lord information-retrieval system. 

c. PRESENTATION PREPARATION 

In the initial stages, prparation for the session presentation 
consisted of extensive and detailed pJanning and liaison \-Ii th 
conference officials, hardware suppliers, the telephone 
company, etc. 

The basic plan for the presentation was to use information held 
in computer files as the foundation for the development of the 
entire presentation. 

Accordingly, a corlplex structure of relevant files, both new 
and existinr" was estahlishedj cross-references \vere 
inserted and a scenario was developed in terns of topics and 
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the files which would be used for developing each topic. 

The development of the file structure and scenario made 
heavy use of the interactive aids for information 
manipulation developed in the Center's work, and this very 
fact was a key item in tlle presentation. 

While this development was still taking place, a nUP1ber of 
rehearsals were held, SOJl1e of them with live audiences, both 
professional and lay, sophisticated and naive. f,Iuch useful 
feedback was obtained from these rehearsals and incorporated in 
changes to the scenario. 

The last three rehearsals were filmed. Kinescope 
photography, with a special motion-picture camera aimed 
directly at the television screen, was found to give 
excellent resul ts. These films \"ere helpful in reviewing the 
performances, and also provided elilergency backup for the 
actual presentation, where a Movie projector was kept ready 
and a projectionist standing by in case of system failure. 

3. t,lAIN PRESENTATION 

No attempt is made here to give details on the content of the 
presentation. Interested persons are referred to the paper 
published in the Proceedinr.s of the 1968 Fall Joint Computer 
Conference. A kinescope film was made of the presentation; a 
limited number of copies of this film will be available. 

a. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The nain presentation took place in the Arena of the San 
Francisco Civic AuditoritUn. Instead of using: a podium, the 
speaker sat at one side of the stage, with a console. A 
40-foot screen lvas hung at the center of the stage, and the 
video picture was projected on this screen by the Eidorhor 
projector. A control center \Vas set up at the hack of the 
Arena, along with the projector. 

The ~eaker wore a headset anrl a lapel microphone; sound picked 
up by the microphone was amplified into the Arena, and the 
headset carried communications from the control crew. 

The computer-generated sound \Vas also mnplified into the 
Arena during portions of the presentation 

Two sections of the presentation were made from remote consoles 
in rIenlo Park. 
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The first of these ''las given h)' .r. F. Rulifson and was 
concerne(l \'Ii th special softh'are methods used in AliI RC. 

Special technirtucs used for this section included 
superimposine the speaker's face upon a view of his 
display for general discussion purposes, and blanking out 
the face for detailed discussion of the displayed 
rflateri al • 

The second reFlOte section was by \{. H. Paxton and covered 
information-retrieval techniques. 

The beginning of this section included a deJ1onstration of 
the linking capability; the projection screen cClTried 
Paxton's display with both his O\\1n tracking spot and 
Engelhart's, with Paxton's face shown in one corner of 
the screen (fr0J11 \.,rhich the computer display had been 
cleared by reformatting the display under user control). 

b. AUDIENCE REACTION 

An audience of perhaps SOO persons attended the main 
presentation. At the end of the presentation there was a 
sustained standing ovation. 

4. OPEN HOUSE 

TIle two-day open-house prograln, held in t\,JO rOOTt1S at the Civic 
Auditorium, consisted of informal demonstrations of AlIIRC's 
On-Line System, informal discussions between attendees and AlIIRC 
personnel, and display of the new Herman r'Iiller Research 
equipment, set up as a complete office. 

It was originally planned to hold several semiformal 
"minisessions" at the open house, to demonstrate and discuss 
individual details of the On-Line System and related systems. In 
practice this turned out to be impossible, because of the heavy 
attendance and the eagerness of attendees simply to see the total 
system in operation, to discuss various aspects of it, and to try 
it out. 

Approximately 1500 persons signed a register; the estimated total 
attendance at the open house was 2000. 

5. RESULTS 

At present it is only possible to estimate some of the results of 
the F.JCC program. The benefits fall into tHO categories: improved 
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communication and relationship \\lith the professional computer 
conmlunity ("external tf benefits), and benefits directly affecting 
the internal workings and research of the AlII Research Center 
("internal" benefits). 

a. EXTERNAL BENEFITS 

The number of professional people who are acquainted with AlII 
research has been vastly increased. The professional press has 
shown considerab Ie interest in AlII research as a result of the 
presentation. Considerable local newspaper coverage also 
resulted. 

At a luncheon for conference participants, special official 
recognition was given to the session presentation. 

b. INTERNAL BENEFITS 

The most immeuiate internal benefit has heen the opportunity 
for a general shakedown of working procedures and a 
considerable stiMulation of new ideas for future development. 
Very valuahle experience was also gained in several categories. 

Experience in Hard'vare Techniques 

A great deal of val uab Ie experience \.;as r,ained in the 
coordination and use of television equipftlent, not only for 
presentation purposes but as a technique for use in the AlII 
program itself. Use of sHch techniques as aids to 
intp.rpersonal collahoration in the use of interactive 
display consoles is expected to become an important area of 
AliI research. 

Experience in File Usage 

The first heavy and extensive use of linked-file structures 
occurred in connection \vi th the conference, and much useful 
information was gained. 

Experience in Collaborative Techniques 

Some collaborative-working techniques \-;ere tried for the 
first time in connection \vi th the conference, and the 
experience will he of very great value since this area is 
one of the most iMportant areas of planned AllI \vork for the 
future. 
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Experience ill Presentation Techniques 

The session presentation was by far the largest and most 
elaborate presentation ever Mounted by AlIIRC. The 
experience of using interactive computer techniques as a 
mediur.1 for cOl'u~nmication \dll be of the greatest value. 
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The vector package allo\'Js the user to create Si!lple line dra\\'ings, 
with laheJ~;, rt5 ti pi1rt 0'- Li~; fi1e. See the; cCI;,iw.nd descriptions ill 
the ;\;1.S User' 5 Gui,le or file enlist, v: e) for how to enter the vector 
pac1~aL;e in association \'lith a particular statel'lcnt. 

l)ralvings may be output via the printer or via fibl; on output to 
other devices they disappcc1r. 

The following COIl1l!i("Ulds are valid Ni thin the vector package: 

(iv) INSERT VECTOR 

Syntax: I V (CA / B / Cn) CA. 

The hug ;nark is use\l to de tCTI llinc the endpoint S 0 f 1 ines • 

Each r:A after the first detcrplines a line. 

Thus four CA' s produce three lines, wi th line 1 ITleeting line 
2 at the POS1 tion of the second hug Pla.rk, and line 2 PleF~ting 
1 ine 3 at the thi rtl bug T1ark. 

To "lift your pencil" anJ hreak the continuity of the lines 
type a "B" or a CD. 

(il) INSERT LABEL 

Syntax: I L SPACE LIT CA C/\ 

Semantics: After typing the label, hit a CA to attach the 
label to the bug. The next CA fixes the label in its current 
position on the screen (roundeJ off to the nearest position 
that can be output on the printer). 

(mv) i'lOVE VECTOR 

Syntax: j\1 V (bug selection of vector) $eleft Mouse button) 
(bug selection of point) 

Semantics: Hhen the vector is selected, its ends are marked 
o and X. The end marked X wi 11 JllOVe to the point selected 
and the end marked 0 will remain fixed. 

Hitting the left-hand button on the mouse \,11 cause the 0 
and X to be interchanged. 
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The bug is then moved to the desired point and a CA hit to 
select the point. The "X" end of the vector will 1110ve to 
this point. 

(ml) ~·lOVE LABEL 

Syntax: H L [1] CA CA 

Semantics: Hhen the first CA is hit, the lahel [1] is 
attached to the bug and ltlOveS with it. The next CA fixes 
the label in the new position. 

emd) i'.10VE DRAHING 

Syntax: tvl [) 2$2 (bug se lection of point) 

Semantics: The two selected points define a translation 
vector, and each component of the drawing is moved by this 
amount. 

DE LETE CO~lr,~nS 

(dv) DELETE VECTOR 

Syntax: D V (bug selection of vector) CA 

Sema.ntics: Select the vector to be deleted and hit a CA. 

(dl) DELETE LABEL 

Syntax: D L [1] CA 

Semantics: The label [1] is deleted. 

(dd) DELETE DRAHING 

Syntax: n D CA 

Semantics: All vectors and all labels in the drawing are 
deleted. The cOlllJlland is used for starting over from 
scratch. 

(t) TRANSLATE VECTOR 

Syntax: T (bug selection of vector) $eleft mouse button) (bug 
selection of point) 

Semantics: This cOlIlT'1anci is identical to mv in terms of actions 
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by the user to specify which vector and which end. 

The end marked X moves to the specified neli position and the 
end marked 0 moves in such a \~ay as to preserve the length and 
direction of the vector. 

(vv) VERTICAL 

Syntax: V (bug selection of vector) $(left mouse button) CA 

Semantics: When the CA is hit, the end marked X is moved 
horizontally so that the vector is vertical. 

(h) HORIZONTAL 

Syntax: II (bug selection of vector) $(left mouse button) CA 

Semantics: When the CA is hit, the end marked X is moved 
vertically so that the vector is horizontal. 

(g) GRID 

Syntax: G CA 

Semantics: The grid provides the user a means to draw "pretty 
pictures." 

All positions are rounded off to the points on the grid. 

The grid also places lines going through grid points such that 
they can be output on the printer and still look like straight 
lines. 

The grid is either on or off; after typing "g" to get "grid" in 
the conunand feedback line, a CA causes the grid to change 
state. 

SPACING 

(sf) SPACING OFF 

Syntax: S F CA 

Semantics: This \vil! set a flag that goes along with the 
picture telling the display creation routines not to space 
the statements to leave room for this picture. 
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(sn) SPACING ON 

Syntax: S N CA 

Semantics: This is the complementary conunand to spacing off. 
Since the flag is set for spacing on as the default option, 
this command is necessary only to change the flag back. 

(a) ABORT 

Syntax: A CA 

Semantics: Everything that has been done in the current 
instance of the vector package is thrown away, the cOTmnand 
"Vector Package" is aborted, and it is as if the command had 
not been given. 

(f) FINISHED 

Syntax: F CA 

Se111antics: This command returns control from the vector package 
to NLS proper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

TIle information-retrieval system perIni ts a user to construct a 
specially formatted "catalog" file, containing references to other 
files and capable of being reordered automatically according to 
some chosen set of weiehted keywords. lVhen reordered, the fi Ie 
lists references in order of relevance according to the choice and 
weighting of key,.,rords. 

Any set of statements in a file may be reordered with this system, 
assluning that each statePlent has a "name" (parenthesized first 
,,,ord). The specifics given in this appendix refer to the most 
basic way of using the system. 

2. TIlE CATALOG FILE 

The catalog file has two functioning sections: a list of file 
references pointing to other files, and a list of relevant 
keywords to he used in retrieving file references. 

Other material may also be included in the file without any 
effect on the functioning of the retrieval system. For 
example,since the keyword section is to be studied directly by 
the user, it may be desirable to group the keyword entries into 
categories and separate them with headings and subheadings. 

a. FILE-REFERENCE SECTION 

Each file reference is a separate statement beginning with a 
serial number in parentheses, followed by a link pointing to 
the referenced file. This is followed by a list of keywords 
relating to the file, followed by comments on the file. 

Only the first item is actually essential to the working of 
the system, and it need not actually be a serial m.unber; any 
string of letters and/or digits enclosed in parentheses 
(i.e., a "statement name" as recognized by NLS) will 
suffice, as long as it is unique to the particular 
reference. 

The use of serial numbers as "names" in file-reference 
statements, and the inclusion of the other items, are 
matters of convenience to tile user. 

b. KEYWORD SECTION 

Each keyword must be a single word -- i.e., it must contain no 
nonprinting characters. Apart from this, it may he any 
arbitrary string of characters. It is convenient to use short 
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strings of three or four letters standing for longer words or 
phrases. 

Each entry in the ke)'\~ord section is a separate statement with 
the following format: first the keyword itself, in parentheses, 
serving as the name of the statement; then the word or phrase 
for which it stands, plus any connnents or other information 
that may be desired; and finally a special code string (such as 
an asterisk or a dollar. sign followed by a space) followed by a 
list of serial numbers which are the names of statements in the 
file-reference section. Each of these serial numbers must be 
enclosed in parentheses. 

Examples of a short catalog file and of hOlv it might be reordered 
are given at the end of this appendix. 

3. KEYWORD CO~n"1ANDS 

This section explains the effects of the keyword commands. Full 
details on the syntax and control-dialog procedures may be found 
in the NLS User's Guide. 

The keyword commands operate upon the keywords themselves, i.e., 
the names of statements in the key\~ord section of the catalog. 
The conunands permit the user to select keywords as relevant; 
assign integer weights to them; change weights; display a list of 
keywords that have been selected, with their weights; and produce 
an ordered display of the relevant file references. 

a. KEYWORD SE LECT COHf .. tAND 

This command is used to select a given keyword as relevant. It 
is automatically assigned a \'1eigh t of 1. 

b. KEY\vORD HEIGHT Corvtf\WH) 

When a keyword is selected under this command, its current 
weight is displayed (if it has not been previously selected, 
its \'1eight is zero). The user may then type in an integer 
\vhi ch becomes the new \veigh t • 

c. KEY\~ORD LIST COr.~'fAND 

This command causes display of a list of keywords with nonzero 
weights. 
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d • KEYWORD LIST WE I Gl IT COl,lf'fAND 

This is the same as the "List" cOTll]lw.nd except that the weights 
are shmvn. 

e. KEYliORD FORGET COHHA~D 

hlhen a keyword is selected under this command, its weight is 
reset to zero, just as if it had never been selected. 

f. KEYWORD FORGET ALL CO:-1NAND 

This cOmIt1and causes all keY'vord 'veigh ts to be reset to zero. 

g. KEYWORD EXECUTE Cor,~I;\;~D 

This CO;'lLland executes a program ,..;h icll is the heart of the: 
s:"sten: it pro{luces an ordered display of statements from the 
file-reference section of the catalog. 

Each entry for a selected keY\'lord is scanned, and the serial 
numbers \vhich it contains are noted. 

Each of these serial numbers is the name of a statement in 
the file-reference section: each of thes{~ statements is 
assigned a "score" equal to the weight of the keyword, and 
this score is accUPlulated with .further references fron other 
ke)'l10rds. 

l'Jhen all of the selected keywords have been used to score 
the file references, the file-reference statements with 
nonzero scores are displayed in order of decreasing score. 
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4. EXAMPLE OF CATALOG FILE 

a. KEYWORD SECTION 

(nls) on-line systeJ1l * (uI) (u2) (u3) (u4) 

(ug) user guides * (uI) (uZ) (u4) 

(kse) keyset * (uI) 

(cdp) control-dialog proc. * (uI) 

(anz) content analyzer * (u2) 

(fij) file jumping * (u3) 

(inf) info. retrieval * (u4) 

(vs) vie\'l control * (uI) (u3) 

. h. FILE-REFERENCE SECTION 

5. 

(uI) (nlist,l:xnhj) nls,ug,vs,kse,cdp; nls user guide 

(u2) (conan, I :x2hhj) anz,ug,nls; content analyzer user guide 

(u3) Crlink, 1 :x2bhj) fij,vs,nls; link jumping and returns 

(u4) (infor, 1 :x2bhj) inf ,ug,n1s; infonlation retrieval systeJ1l 

EXAMPLE OF REORDERING 

Suppose that the system is used on the catalog sho\ffi above. The 
user has considerable interest in file j\unps, so he gives the 
key\vord "fij" a \'leight of 5. He is also interested in 
control-dialog procedures, so he gives the keyword "cdp" a weight 
of 3. Finally, he is also interested in user guides, so he gives 
"ug" a weight of 1. 

When the command Keyword Execute is given, the following scoring 
is done: 

The keyword "fij", with a weight of 5, applies to serial number 
u3; therefore the statement whose nal!le is "u3" is given a score 
of 5. 
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The keyword "cdp", with a weight of 3, applies to serial number 
ul; therefore the statement whose name is "ul" is given a score 
of 3. 

The keyword "ug", ,~i th aweigh t of I, applies to serial numbers 
ul, u2, and u4; therefore the statements \~hose names are "ul", 
"u2", and "u4" are given scores of 1 each. In the case of 
"ul", this is added to the previous score of 3. 

The final scores are 4 for "ul", 1 for "u2", 5 for "u3", and 1 for 
"u4". They are then displayed as f0110\vs: 

(u3) (rlink,1:x2hhj) fij,vs,nls; link jUl1lping and returns 
(ul) (nlist,l:xnhj) nls,ug,vs,kse,cdp; nls user guide 
(u2) (conan,1:x2hhj) anz,ug,nls; content analyzer user guide 
(u4) (infor,l:x2bhj) inf,ug,nls; information retrieval system 

The user may then access the referenced files by lising the Jump 
to Link command with the links given in the references. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The content analyzer feature of NLS pennits the user to specify 
(in a special language) a pattern of content. The analyzer is 
compiled in real time from the user's specification, and \vhen it 
is turned on (hy a VIEHSPEC parameter) only statements \vhich meet 
the content specification will appear on the display. 

The pattern specified may be a simple one -- e.g., it may 
specify a string of characters that must appear somewhere in 
each statement to be displayed; or it may be complex -- e.g., 
it may speci fy a string, to be followed \vi thin a given number 
of words by another specified string, in stateJllents which \vere 
created after a certain date by a certain author, and not 
containing some third specified string. 

The language for specifying content patterns is simple and easy 
to use for simple cases J but more exacting for complex cases. 

2. PATTERN-SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE 

a. mE PROCESS OF SEARCHING A STATEivIENT 

\\TJ1en the content analyzer is turned on, each statement in the 
file is searched, character by character, for the content 
specified in the pattern. Normally, the search begins ''lith the 
first character, but it is possible to cause the search to 
proceed backwards. 

The analyzer uses a pointer to keep track of the search. The 
pointer always indicates which character is to be examined 
next, unless something in the pattern causes the pointer to he 
moved first. 

At any given moment in the search process, the analyzer is 
searching for one of four types of content entity: 

A literal string of characters, such as "abcd" or "13-x" or 
"ed Hat" or "memory." 

A string of character-class variables; these are explained 
in detail further on. A string of character-class variables 
might specify "three digits, one after another," or "two 
letters, followed by any ntunher of spaces, followed by three 
to five letters or digits." 

The date associated with the statement. (This is not 
nonnally displayed, hut every statement bears the date on 
which it was created or most recently modified.) 
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The initials associated with the statement. (This is not 
nonnally displayed, but every statement bears the initials 
of the user by \"hom it \Vas created or most recent ly 
modified.) 

All of the more complex analysis is achieved by moving the 
pointer according to the logic of the pattern specification. 

For example, if the analyzer is to start at a given point 
and find either String A or String H, it first looks for 
string A; if String A is not found, the pointer is returned 
to the starting point, and a search is made for String B. 

,h. BASIC ELEMENTS 

Every pattern ends with a semicolon. 

Every pattern is made up of one or more of the basic entities 
listed above, combined by operators. 

If the pattern (or some part of it) is to be found anywhere 
after the point in the statement where the search begins, it is 
enclosed in square brackets; otherwise it must be the first 
thing found. 

A string of characters specified as content is enclosed in 
quotation marks. For convenience, if the string consists of 
only one character, it may be preceded by an apostrophe and the 
quotation marks omitted. 

Examples 

["memory"]; This pattern will cause display of only 
those statements containing the word "memory" at any 
point. 

"inside"; This pattern will cause only statements 
beginning with the lvord "inside" to be displayed. 

['3]; This pattern will cause display of only those 
statements containing the character "3" at any point. 

Patterns like those shm'ln in the examples above may be strung 
together; the significance of this is that one item is to be 
found after the one specified rulead of it. 
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Examples 

["abc""def"] ; This pattern specifies that the string abc 
immediately followed by the string def must appear 
somewhere in each statement to be displayed. The pattern 
["abcdef"]; is exactly equivalent. 

["abc"] ["deft'] ; This pattenl specifies that the string 
abc is to be found an)'\vhere in the statement, and 
an)'\vhere after the "c" the string def is to be found. 

c. CHARACTER-CLASS VARIABLES 

The character-class variables are as follo\'1s: 

L means any letter 

D means any digit 

LD means any letter or digit 

PT means any printing character (any character except space, 
tab, and carriage return) 

SP means a space 

TAB means a tab 

CR means a carriage return 

NP means any nonprinting character (space, tab, or carriage 
return) 

CH means any character at all. 

Examples 

['.LLL'=D';]; This pattern \ViII cause display of only those 
statements containing (anywhere) the following content: a 
period immediately followed by three letters, immediately 
followed by an equals sign, immediately followed by a digit, 
immediately follo\'led by a semicolon. 

"abcd"SPL D; This \vill cause display of only those 
statements beginning with the follmving content: the string 
abed iJnl11ediately followed by a space, iII1P1ediately follo,,,ed 
by any letter, irrtmeciiately follo\ved by any digi t. 
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Note that a space is necessary between the L and the n 
because of a possib Ie aJ11bigui ty: The pattern "abcd"SPLD; 
\'10\11<.1 mean "the string ahcd immediately followed by a 
space, immediately followed hy any letter or digit," 
hecause LD means any letter or digit. 

d. THE DOLLAR SIGN (ARBITRARY -NUi',IBER CONSTRUCT) 

The arbitrary-number construct, in its most general form, is 
m$n. The meaning is "any numher from m to n of occurrences of 
the following entity." 

When the analyzer has found n occurrences of the speci fied 
enti ty lit also looks ahead to see if there is another 
occurrence. I f there is I the test is considered to lLave 
failc(l. In other Nords, the lil;its ri and. n :t.rf~ absolute. 

The pattern 5$11LD; 5recifies that each stacFlent to be 
displayed nust hegin with five to eleve1l letters and/or 
digits. 

A state11lent beginning with twelve or nore letters 
and/or digits would be rejected by this pattern. 

The m or the n, or both, P1ay be omi tted; their assumed values 
in this case are M=O, n=1000. For all practical purposes, 
then, the default value of n is "any arhi trary nunber," since 
it is very unlikely that any entity will occur 1000 times 
consecutively. 

Examples 

The pattern [7$Dl$12L$5NP); specifies that each statement 
to he displayed must contain the following: seven or 
more digits lrunediately follm'ied by one to twelve 
letters, immediately follmved by zero to five nonprinting 
characters. 

The pattern 2$"abc"; specifies that each statement to be 
displayed Plust begin \-lith two or more occurrences of the 
string ahc, one after another. 
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e. GROUPING BY PARENTI-iESES 
, 

Parentheses may he used as they are in algehra to group 
elements. The specifications found within the parentheses are 
then treated as a single entity for logical purposes. 

Example 

[3$4 (DSPL) 1$2NP]; This pattern specifies that each 
statement to be displayed must contain the following: 
three or four occurrences of the string (digit space 
letter), immediately followed by one or two nonprinting 
characters. 

If the parentheses were not used, the 3$4 construct 
liould apply only to the D. 

The square brackets have the same grouping effect as 
parentheses; however, they are not interchangeable with 
parentheses because they also mean that the enclosed pattern 
may be found anY'",here after the starting point. 

f. OPERATORS 

The operators used for combining entities are as follo,.,s, in 
order of decreasing precedence (see note on precedence, below): 

- (minus sign): This indicates negation. Thus -LD means a 
character which is not a letter or a digit. 

Excunple: ["abc"-SP] ; This pattern specifies that each 
statement to be displayed must contain the string abc 
immediately followed by some character which is not a 
space. 

(space): This indicates concatenation. Thus "abc" "xyz"; 
specifies that the string abc must occur and must be 
immediately followed by the string xyz. 

The space may be omitted unless it is necessary to 
prevent aPlbiguity. Thus '''abc'' "xyz"j could also be 
wri tten "abc""xyz"; 

/ (slash): This indicates alternation. Thus SP/TAB means a 
character that may be either a space or a tab. 

Example: 1$SP/2$3PT; This pattern specifies that each 
statement to be displayed Must begin with either one or 
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more spaces, or two or three printing characters. 

NOT: This indicates negation, and is the same as the minus 
sign except for lower precedence. 

AND: This is logical intersection. 

The action of the Al'JD is to return the pointer to the 
beginning of the search that has just been completed. 

Example: The pattern [Habc"JAND["xyz"]; causes each 
statement to be searched first (from the beginning) 
for the string abc; then, if it is found, the 
statement is searched again from the beginning for the 
string xyz. Each statement displayed will contain 
both strings, but the order in \~hich they occur 'viII 
be irrelevant. 

Note that this is different from the pattern 
[ffabcff

] ["xyz"]; because if the AND is not used, the 
second search is not made from the beginning but 
from the point just after the end of the first 
search. Each statement displayed will then contain 
both strings, but the string xyz must be somewhere 
after the string abc. h11en the AND is used, this 
restriction will not apply. 

Note also that the pattern ["abc"AND"xyz"]; is 
meaningless: it specifies a string that is both 
"abc" and "xyz". 

OR: This is the same as the s lash sign except for the 10\ver 
precedence. 

Note on Precedence of Operators: As used here, "high 
precedence" IIleans that when the pattern is :(,arsed, the 
higher-precedence operators are used first 111 grouping the 
elements of the pattern. Thus a high-precedence operator has 
low "binding power." 

Example: Consider the pattern a AND b OR c/-d AND NOT e f; 
\vhere a, b, c, el, e, and f are pattern elements such as 
quoted strings or character-class variables. 

This is grouped as follows: 

The minus sign has the highest precedence, so that we 
have a AND h OR c/ (-d) AND NOT e f; 
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Next is concatenation, so we have a ANn h OR c/(-d) AND 
NOT (e f); 

Next is the slash, so we have a AND b OR (c/(-d)) AND NOT 
(e f); 

Next the NOT, giving a N~D b OR ecl (-d)) AND (NOT (e f)); 

Finally, the AND gives (a AND b) OR ((c/(-d)) AND (NOT (e 
f)));. 

g. DATES AND INITIALS 

The dates and initials associated \1i th each statement may he 
tested \·d th the constructs • SINCE, • BEFORE, • INITIALS:, and 
• INITIALS#. (The symbol # is used to mean "not equal. ") 

The • INITIALS construct requires the follmving format: 

• INITIALS=ARC ,~here the string ABC is a user's initials 
(three initials must be given). 

The .SINCE and .BEFORE constructs require the following format: 

.SINCE (68/10/12 13:14) ~lere 68 is the year, 10 is the 
month, 12 is the day, 13 is the hour, and 14 is the minute. 
The time may he eliminated by using 0:0. 

Examples 

.BEFORE (67/3/22 15:15) AND .SINCE (67/1/12 12:00); This 
pattern liill cause display of only those statements 
bearing dates bet\~een noon of 12 January 1967 and 3: 15 Pf.l 
of 22 Harch 1967 • 

• SINCE (68/10/10 0:0) AND .INITIALS#DGC; This pattern 
will cause display of only those statements bearing dates 
later than 10 October 196H and not bearing the initials 
DGC. 

h. THE HITHIN CONSTRUCT 

The \~ITHIN const ruct has the following format: 

1'lITIIIN n FIND expl SKIP exp2 

where expl and exp2 are patterns and n is an integer. The 
search starts at the current position, and the content 
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specified by exp2 is skipped up to n times in a search for the 
content speci fied by exp 1. I f any con tent other than what is 
specified by exp2 or expl is found, the search fails. 

Example 

["write"] lHTHIN 3 FIND" file" SKIP I$NPl$PT; This 
pattern specifies the \\ford "l'lri te" followed by the word 
"file," with up to three words intervening. 

The search ,.;orks as follows: after the ''lord "wri te" 
is found, the search pointer indicates the space 
following the word. The exp2 pattern calls for one or 
more nonprinting characters followed by one or more 
printing characters; thus the space and the next lyord 
are skipped and the pointer again indicates a space. 
This skipping process is repeated up to three times, 
until the word "file" is fotmd. 

i. SPECIAL CONTROL OF SEARCII 

The position of the search pointer can be stored and set, and 
the direction of search can be controlled, in order to achieve 
complex effects. These effects also involve the use of the IF 
construct (described further on), and the possibilities have 
been explored only superficially at present. It should be 
possible to create pattern expressions of great conplexity 
l'lhich would resemble sophisticated data-processing or 
infonnation-retrieval programs, but at present the techniques 
have not been worked out. 

The position of the pointer may be stored in anyone of nine 
buffers, Pl... P9. This is done by ,.;ri ting tPn, where n is 
some digit from 1 to 9~ 

The stored value in the huffer can then be decremented by 
writing +Pn. The reason for doing this is that Nhen the 
analyzer has found some entity, the pointer is moved to 
the next character position; in order to store the value 
of the last character actually searched, then, it is 
necessary to write tPn+Pn. 

The search pointer can then be set to the value in a buffer 
by writing Pn. 

The search pointer can also be set to the beginning or end 
of a statement by writing SF(Pn) for the beginning and 
SE (Pn) for the end. 
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Note that SF and SE are functions \vhich require a buffer 
value as argl1J'Tlent; buffer values are not reini tialized 
after a statement has heen scanned but continue to 
indicate the same character in the statement they were 
origina.lly set to. Thus it is possihle for a search to 
cover nore than one statement. 

Th~ normal direction of scanning may be reversed by writing 
a less-than sign «) and returned to the forward directiol1 
by writing a greater-than sign (». 

The left-arrow (+-) used for decreFlenting a buffer value 
\\Till increrlent it instead if the current scan direction 
is backward. Thus the effect \vill ahvays be the sane 
the buffer value will indicate the character just 
scanned. 

Exal:lple 

tPl SEep!) < $NP -'.; This pattern causes 
statc:::ents to l)c se~lrcLcd LJ:tc1,J·:arJs [Ton the end. 
011ly statements whose last printing character is 
not a period will be displaye<l. 

The construct "tP!" at the beeinning of the 
pattern causes the current pointer position 
(which indicates the beginning of the statement) 
to be stored. This is sirlply for the purpose of 
having an argument for the "SE(P!)" construct, 
which causes the pointer to be positioned to the 
end of the statement. The less-than sign then 
causes the scan to proceed backwards; any nwuber 
of nonprinting characters will be permitted, and 
then a character which is not a period is 
specified. 

j. THE IF CONSTRUCT 

The IF construct has the follmving format: 

(IF relat THEN expl ELSE exp2) 

where "relat" is a relationship hetween two buffer values and 
expl and exp2 are pattern expressions. 

The possible relationships are as follows: 

.EQ (equals) 
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.NE (not equal to) 

.LT (less than) 

.LE (less than or ectual to) 

.GT (greater than) 

.GE (greater than or equal to). 

If the specified relationship is true, exp! is used for a test; 
if it is not tnle, exp2 is used. 

Example 

tP! SEePI) < ([' e] tP2+P2 AND [tt] tP3+P:~) (IF P2 .LT P3 
THEN SFePI) > SSP "The" ELSE SF(PI) > [" if "]); This 
pattern imposes the follO\ving condition on statements to 
be displayed: If the last "e" precedes the last "t", 
then the first word in the statement must be "The". 
Other\vise, the statement mus t contain the word "if", 
enclosed by spaces. The proof is left to the reader. 

k. THE .Ef'.IPTY CONSTRUCT 

lfuenever the analyzer makes a test, a flag is set true or 
false. After a statement has been tested by the complete 
pattern, it is displayed if the flag is true and omitted if the 
flag is false. 

The construct .Er,IPTY simply sets the flag true. Conversely, 
the constnlct NOT .m,IPTY (or -.EHPTY) sets the flag false. 

This is useful in the IF -construct, where one may simply wish 
to test the relationship \vithout imposing further tests. 

Example 

1'P1 SEep1) < (['e] 1'P2+P2 AND [It] tP3+P3) (IF P2 .LT P3 
THEN NOT .EHPTY ELSE .EHPTY); This pattern is similar to 
the previous example, but slightly simpler. The 
condition is that if the last "e" in the statement does 
not precede the last "t", the statement \'Iill be 
displayed; otherwise it will not. 

The "tPI" stores the pointer value, which inicates the 
beginning of the statement. The "SEePI)" sets the 
pointer to the end of the statement, and the "<,, 
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causes a backward scan. An "e" is fotmd and its 
posi tion stored in P2; then a "t" is fOlmd and its 
position stored in P3. The IF construct compares the 
values of P2 and P3: if P2 is less than P3 (i.e. if 
the "e" precedes the "t" in the statement), the "NOT 
.Er"fPTY" takes effect and the flag is set false, so the 
statement will not be displayed; if P2 is not less 
than P3, the ".E~IPTY" takes effect, the flag is set 
true, and the statement is displayed. 

3. PROCEDURE FOR USING CONTENT ANALYZER 

A pattern may be written as text an)'\vhere in a file. A file may 
thus contain any nUfIlber of patterns; hOl'lever, only one pattern may 
be compiled at a time -- i.e., lihen a new pattern is compiled the 
code created by the previous one is lost. 

To compile a pattern, the cormnand Execute Content Analyzer is 
used. The syntax is 

ec [cl] CA 

where [cl] means that a character is selected either wi th the 
mouse or by means of a pointer call, and CA means that a Command 
Accept key is struck. 

The character selected fIlUSt be either the first character of 
the pattern or a nonprinting character preceding the pattern, 
with no printing characters intervening. 

Note that the last part of a pattern may thus he used as a 
separate pattern, if it is meaningful. 

The screen lvill go momentarily blank with a message. If the 
pattern has been compiled, the message is "successful 
compilation"; if the pattern has an error in it \ihich prevents it 
from compiling, the message is "syntax error." 

Syntax errors are frequently caused by inadvertent omission of 
some character such as a quotation mark. Another common cause 
for a syntax error or a compiled pattern that does not work as 
expected is an error in the way that parts of the pattern are 
grouped. In the latter case, the problem may often be solved 
by insertion of parentheses. 

Whe~ the pa!tern has been compiled! i~ \ViII not.go into effect 
unt11 the v1elv-control parameter "1" 1S placed 111 effect. Hhen 
this has been done, the system \ViII display only statements which 
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fit the pattern. 

Testing of statements begins with the statement currently 
designated as the display start; other statements are then tested 
in the order in which they would appear "nonnally," i.e. with the 
analyzer off. Any other view specifications which are in effect 
continue to work; thus if only first- and second-level statements 
are being displayed, only first- and second-level statements lvill 
be tested by the analyzer. 

Statements are tested until the display screen has been filled. 
If no statements are found that fit the pattern, the screen goes 
blank with the message "empty" and remains so until the analyzer 
is turned off or unti I changed vie\v-control parameters make it 
possib Ie to find a statement that fits the pattern. 

Whenever the display is re-created, the testing process is 
repeated. Thus if a statement is edited, and the editing changes 
it so that it no longer fits the pattern, it will disappear from 
the screen. 
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The command Jump to Identity is the most basic means of "moving 
about" within a file. A statement is selected, view-control 
parameters are set (if desired), and upon execution the display is 
re-created with the selected statement at the top and the new view 
parameters (if any) in effect. 

Variations of this command give alternate ways of specifYing the 
top statement. In each variation, the basic action is still the 
same. 

This procedure has two principal limitations: the first is that only 
statements within the file may be selected, and the second is that 
the most a~propriate view parameters are sometimes a matter of 
guesswork fOr the user. . 

To overcome these limitations, the concept of "links" has been 
developed. 

A link is a string of text, in a special format, that specifies a 
point to be jumped to and a set of VIEWSPECs to be used. The 
specified point may be in the current file or in any other file 
that is accessible; the file may belong to the current user or to 
another user. 

The basic format of a link is as follows: 

(USERNAME,FILENAME,STATEMENTSPEC:VIEWSPECS) 

"Username" is simply the name of a user, as recognized by the 
system. This is the user who "owns" the file. 

If this element is omitted in the link, the owner of the 
file currently displayed is assumed. 

"Filename" is the name of the file, as recognized by the 
system. 

If this element is omitted in the link, it is assumed that 
the link refers to a place in the file currently displayed •• 

"Statementspec" is either a statement name or a statement 
number. 

If this element is omitted in the link, the or1g1n (first 
statement) of the file currently displayed is assumed. 

"VIEWSPECs" is a string of codes for setting view-control 
parameters. 
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If this element is omitted in the link, the parameters 
currently in effect are assumed. 

THE "JUMP TO LINK" COMMAND 

The command Jump to Link is used by selecting a valid link in the 
file currently displayed. When the selection has been made, the 
username and filename (if any) are displayed as feedback at the 
left of the command feedback line on the display; the user 
executes the command by hitting Command Accept, and the display is 
re-created as specified by the link. 

EXAMPLES 

A file might contain the following text: ft ••• see 
(Smith,workplan,sched:gnB) for further details." 

The Jump to Link command, used on this link, would cause 
Smith's file "workplan" to be opened and displayed, with the 
statement named "sched" at the top of the display. The 
VIEWSPECs "gnB" would work as follows: the "g" would cause 
only the branch defined by the statement at the top to be 
displayed; the "n" would cause statement numbers to be 
suppressed from the display; and the "B" would cause 
indentation of statements according to level to be 
suppressed. 

The user would then be working with Smith's "workplan" just as 
he had previously been working with his own file. He could 
change the VIEWSPECs, move around in the file, etc. 

Now suppose that Smith's "workplan" file contains the following 
text: n ••• this is explained further in (costest,2b)." The 
user decides to follow this reference. 

Since no username is given, the name Smith is assumed -- not 
the name of the actual user, but the name of the displayed 
file's owner. No VIEWSPECs are given, so the current values 
are assumed. Smith' s file "costest" is loaded and 
displayed, with Statement 2b at the top. 

This process may be continued indefinitely, as long as there 
are links to follow. 

RETURN FROM LINK JUMPS 

The system keeps track of all jumps, both within a given file 
(intrafile) and from one file to another (interfile). It is 
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possible to return to a previous view by means of special Jump 
commands. 

RETURN FROM INTRAFILE JUMPS 

The user can retrace his steps within a file by using the Jump 
to Return and Jump to Ahead commands. 

Only five steps can be retraced in this fashion. 

Whenever an intrafile jump is made, the complete specifications 
of the new view are added to a sequential list. This list is a 
history of intrafile jumps made by the user. 

Exceptions: Jumps made by means of Jump to Return and Jump 
to Ahead are not recorded. 

The Jump to Return command simply looks backward one item in 
the list, and re-creates that view; the Jump to Ahead command 
looks forward. The ends of the list are joined to each other, 
so that if Jump to Ahead or Jump to Return is used repeatedly, 
the starting point is eventually reached again. 

RETURN FROM INTERFILE JUMPS 

The user can retrace his steps from one file to another by 
using the Jump to File Return, Jump to File Ahead, Jump to File 
Current, and Jump to File Working Copy commands. 

Again, only a limited number of steps can be retraced in 
this fashion. The actual number depends on the length of 
the links; three or four would be typical. 

Whenever an interfile jump is made or a file is loaded with the 
Load File command, the complete specifications of the new view 
are added to a sequential list. This list is a history of 
interfile jumps seen by the user. 

Exceptions: Jumps made by means of Jump to File Return, . 
Jump to File Current, Jump to File Ahead, and Jump to File 
Working Copy are not recorded. 

The Jump to File Return command simply looks backward one item 
in the list and re-creates that view; the Jump to File Ahead 
command looks forward. The ends of this list are not joined; 
thus if the user runs off either end of the list, an error is 
detected and the message ILLEGAL ENTITY appears. 
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To understand the Jump to File Working Copy command, an 
explanation of the "WORKING COpy" file is needed. 

When a file is either loaded (with the Load File command) or 
jumped to, the system opens it and displays it. 

The system maintains a certain amount of scratch space 
for recording changes made by the user; these changes are 
not made to the file itself. 

When this scratch space is exhausted, the system creates 
a new file called WORKING COpy, opens it, copies the 
altered text to it, displays it instead of the original 
file, and closes the original file. Thus the original 
file is not altered unless the command Output File is 
used. 

When the WORKING COpy file is created, a message to that 
effect is displayed on the screen. If another WORKING 
COpy is created from another file, the old WORKING COpy 
is overwritten; the user, in other words, is allowed only 
one WORKING COpy file. 

The Jump to File Working Copy command opens and displays 
this file. The jump is not recorded on the list. 

The file WORKING COPY does not appear on the list; 
therefore, when the user has executed Jump to Working 
Copy, he cannot use Jump to Return to return to the 
previous view -- the result would be to return to the 
file displayed one step previous to the one actually 
desired. 

In software terms, there is a pointer associated with 
the list, which points to the current file; the Jump 
to File Return and Jump to File Ahead commands simply 
move this pointer. However, since the WORKING COpy 
file is not on the list, the pointer is not moved by 
the Jump to File Working Copy command but remains 
fixed. 

The return from the WORKING COPY file is made with the Jump 
to File Current command. 

Jump to File Current cannot be used for any other purpose, 
since unless the WORKING COpy is being displayed it simply 
indicates the file currently open and displayed. 
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1a INTRODUCTION 

1 Appendix F 
TODAS USER'S GUIDE 

1a1 This appendix is the User's Guide for the first-stage 
Typewriter-Oriented Documentation Aid System (TODAS). Certain 
file-manipulation operations are not explained; however, the 
process and procedures for creating a paper tape for input to 
TODAS are fully covered. It is assumed that a Teletype is used 
for creating the paper tape. 

1b STARTING UP THE MACHINERY 

1b1 Make sure you have enough paper in the Teletype and enough 
paper .tape in the tape punch. Turn the power switch on the 
Teletype to the LOCAL position, and turn the punch on with the 
button. 

1c ENTERING MATERIAL FROM THE TELETYPE 

1c1 First produce a leader by hitting HERE IS a'few times. 

1c1a On some Teletypes, this will not work. In this case, the 
leader can be produced by hitting CONTROL SHIFT P 30 or 40 
times. 

1c2 You are now ready to start entering statements. Each 
statement must start with a statement number. 

1c2a STATEMENT NUMBERS 

1c2a1 A statement number consists of alternating sequences 
of numbers and letters. Each sequence is called a "field.1t 

1c2a1a A number field is simply a number, from 1 on up. 
It may have any number of digits. 

lc2alb A letter field may be any single letter from a to 
z, or it may be made up by using the @ sign as if it were 
a "zero"; i • e., after z comes a@, then aa, then ab J and 
so forth. For most purposes, of course, single letters 
will be sufficient. 

1c2a2 The number of fields in the statement number is 
called the "level" of the statement. If the statement 
number has only one field (which must be a number field), 
then it is a first-level statement. This statement is a 
fifth-level statement. 

1c2a3 If you examine this appendix, you will see how 
statement numbers are used: they fonn a hierarchical 
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structure like an "outline" format. Notice that the 
statements are indented according to level; however, this is 
not always done, and it is never done when entering 
statements at the Teletype. 

Ic3 To type a statement, first type a statement number. It does 
not matter if mistakes are made in typing the number, as long as 
the level (the number of fields) is correct. Even if the level is 
wrong, it can be corrected at a later stage. 

Ic3a Only two things are absolutely essential: the statement 
number must 'begin with a digit, and it must be followed by at 
leas t one space. 

lc3b If you accidentally start with a letter instead of a 
digit, you must abort the statement. This is explained below. 

Ic4 Now type the text of the statement. To end each line, use a 
RETURN followed by a LINE FEED. NOTE: it does not matter if, at 
the end of a line, you type too far and end up typing characters 
on top of each other. They are punched on the paper tape just the 
same. 

Ic4a To capitalize letters and to correct mistakes as you go, 
use the "control flags," explained below. 

lc5 To end the statement, type a RETURN followed by at least two 
LINE FEEDs. You are then ready to start the next statement with a 
new statement number. 

Ic6 FLAG CHARACTERS 

lc6a There are four characters that have special meanings. 
These are the backslash (. -- shift L on the Teletype), the 
less-than sign «), the apostrophe ('), and the dollar sign 
($). These are called "flag characters." 

Ic6al The backs lash is used to indicate capital letters. 
When it is typed immediately in front of a letter, that 
letter will come out as a capital in the final typing, and 
the backslash will disappear. 

lc6ala For example, "A QUICK BROWN FOX" will come 
out "A Quick Brown FOX". 

lc6a2 The less-than sign is used to delete a word that has 
just been typed, as you are entering a statement. It "backs 
you up" over the last word you have typed, and also over any 
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spaces, LINE FEEDs, or RETURNs in front of the word. In the 
final typing, the word will not appear, nor will the 
less-than sign itself. 

lc6a2a For example, "A LAZY DOG< CAT" will come out as 
"a lazy cat". 

lc6a3 DO NOT try to use the less-than sign to correct a 
statement number. The system will not be able to process 
this correctly and the whole tape may become useless and 
have to be done over. 

lc6a4 If you type a less-than sign after a space or a 
carriage-return or a tab, or any string of these characters, 
the system will ''back up" to the end of the last word. 

lc6a4a For example, itA QUICK 
out as "A quickbrown fox". 

<BROWN FOX" will come 

lc6a4b Definition: A gap character (called a "GCHAR") 
is any space, carriage return, or tab. A GAP is any 
string of gap characters. 

lc6a4bl Rule:The less-than sign always causes the 
system to back up all the way through one GAP. 

lc6a5 You can type a string of two or more less-than signs. 
The system will back up over that many GAPs. 

lc6a5a For example, itA QUICK BROWN PIG CAT ELEPHANT«< 
FOX" will come out as "A quick brown fox". 

lc6a6 The apostrophe lets you use the backs lash or the 
less-than as ordinary characters. If a backs lash or a 
less-than sign has an apostrophe immediately in front of it, 
the apostrophe will disappear, the backs lash or less-than 
sign will be typed in final typing, and the backs lash or 
less-than sign will have no effect. 

lc6a6a For example, "A ,< 8" will come out "a < btl. 

lc6a7 The apostrophe also works on itself. Two apostrophes 
in a row will come out as a single apostrophe, because the 
first one causes the second one to be taken as a normal 
character. The first one disappears. 

lc6a7a For example, "DON' 'T" will come out "don' ttl. 
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Ic6aB The dollar sign has special meaning only when it is 
the last character in a statement -- i.e., when it is 
immediately followed by a RETURN and at least two LINE 
FEEDs. 

lc6a9 The effect of the dollar sign when it is the last 
character in a statement is to delete the statement 
entirely. 

Ic6a9a For example, 

3A SOME PEOPLE ARE FICKLE 

3AI BUT GARBAGE IS $ 

3AI Bur CATS ARE NOT. 

will come out as follows: 

3A Some people are fickle 

3AI But cats are not. 

Ic7 After typing the last statement, end it with a RETURN and at 
least two LINE FEEDs; then end the tape by punching a foot or two 
of leader in it, in the same way that you started the tape. Label 
the front end of the tape with a white pencil. 

ld READING THE PAPER TAPE INTO A QED FILE 

Idl NOTE: Some of the operations in this section are not fully 
explained. They will be covered in a later version. 

Id2 Enter at a terminal, under your own name or whatever username 
the file is to belong to. 

Id3 Get a copy of the file /GO-TODA. 

Id4 Load the front leader of the paper tape into the paper-tape 
reader in the control room. 

IdS Give the command GO TO FILE /GO-TODA. The system will 
respond with "INPtrr:". Give the answer "B-LEVEL." The system will 
type "OUTPtrr:". Give the name of the QED file you wish to store 
the text on. The system will type "BEGIN TRANSLATION"; then when 
it is done with the job it will type "END TRANSLATION". 

Id6 Copy the new QED file to a disc file. 
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The purpose of GonOS (Graphic Oriented Documentation Output 
System) is to allow NLS files with vectors embedded in the text to 
be output to hardcopy. 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

a. PASS4 PROCESS 

The GOODS process is initiated using either the PASS4 Subsystem 
or the PASS4 output capability within NLS. (PASS4 is the 
general output processor that serves NLS.) 

If using the PASS4 subsystem, one operates it as described 
in the PASS4 User's Guide. With this Subsystem QED files 
are used and vector information is lost in the output. 

If using the PASS4 output capability within NLS, then one 
may obtain GOODS output in the same fIlanner as using any 
other output device. For GODOS output one types "F" (for 
FILM) when specifYing an output device. 

Film files differ from those for other devices, especially 
with respect to variable character widths and vector and 
vector label information. Major differences are: 

Characters produced for film are of variable width. 

This creates numerous problems when attempting to have 
film output duplicate the page layout of the other 
output devices. 

Tabular data are extremely difficult to produce in a 
readable manner, for two reasons: 

First, tabs are presently set for every nth 
character. Since the characters vary in width, 
tabs will appear at different places on succeeding 
lines. 

Seco~d, if tab positions on the page were specified 
in some other manner, then one would still face the 
problem of lining up columnar data. Because digits 
are also of variable width, numbers with decimal 
points and commas would not necessarily appear with 
these characters lined up under each other on 
successive lines. 
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Vectors and vector labels are produced meaningfully only 
for film. . 

There are situations where statements with 
superimposed vectors will not be output properly. 

Becallse of a line-width restriction (described below) 
it is advisable to produce vectors which do not appear 
"close to" the right-hand margin. The resulting 
hardcopy output from film will be magnified, and the 
vectors would appear too close to the right margin in 
the final version. 

There is a maximum of only 40 lines of output per page 
(or film frame) for the present GODOS. 

This maximum is determined by the fact that a software 
character set is needed for the present GODOS. This 
character set is defined so that the effective maximum 
is 40 lines if one desires readable interline spacing. 

The number of characters per line is also restricted if 
one wishes to produce a report which approximates the 
present text area requirements (NASA standards for 
reports). 

Normal hardcopy output (Xerox) using standard lens 
settings would produce a page with the text in an area 
only 7-1/2 inches in height. 

It is possible to use other lens settings for the 
Xerox Copyflo in order to magnify this to 8-7/8 
inches. 

As a result, if the line width were not restricted 
the width of each page would also be 8-7/8 inches. 
Therefore, PASS4 directive default values have been 
adjusted so that with magnification the line width 
will be approximately 6-5/8 inches. 

PASS4 output is to a file designated by the user. The 
resulting file is a normal SDS 940 file, except that 
"end-of-file" characters may be included because of the manner 
in which vector coordinates are output. 

Because of the high cost of producing film it is desirable 
for the user to attempt to check the film file before 
copying it on magnetic tape. He can use two possible 
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methods: 

First, he can use PASS4 to produce an analogous file for 
the printer. For this file, if he has used the standard 
default directives for film output, he should use the 
following directives for printer output: MCH=65, NTP=O, 
PGP=I, MLN=38, NLN=39, PLN=40. 

The resulting file will only approximate the fitm 
file. An exact copy cannot be obtained at present 
because of the prob lem of variab Ie-width characters 
produced for film output. 

The "MCH" directive default value for film is actually 
54. This value (which is converted to raster units 
within PASS4) is set so that a relative sized page is 
produced. When producing hardcopy output via the 
Xerox Copyflo one may then use the 35-nun lens with a 
setting of 15 in order to obtain an 8-1/2 by 11 inch 
page, with textual data appearing in an area of 6-5/8 
by 8-7/8 inches. The "MCH" value of 65 for the 
printer is an approximation of the number of 
characters per line which will appear in the film 
file. 

Second, the user can attempt to read his film output file 
into QED. Unfortunately, the user must become a code 
converter to be able to see what the file looks like, but 
with a few guide lines this should not be too difficult. 

When the film file is read using QED, it may be 
impossible to obtain the entire file because vectors 
may have created end-of-file marks. Assuming that the 
file has no vectors or that the vectors have not 
produced these offending marks (if they have the user 
can at least verify his information up to the point at 
which the vector did terminate the file input into 
QED), one can proceed. 

When the film file is printed using QED, the following 
short list of conversions should be sufficient to 
enable the user to "see" his file in a limited sense: 

l=a, 2=b, 3=c, ••• , 9=i, t=l, "=2, #=3, ••• , @=O, 
P=space, K=shift-up, L=shift-down, +=end-of-page 
mark, &=control character follows (in some cases). 

Vector information is totally unrecognizable in 
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QED. The user should skip lines until he sees one 
which can be recognized as a possible statement. 

Statement nlwbers and end-of-page marks can be easily 
identified: 

Statements are normally seperated by a blank line. 
The heirarchical structure can be easily 
recognized, with lower level statements (which are 
indented) having leading spaces (P's) at the front 
of each line. Usually K's and L's will be included 
(for shift up and shift down -- these shifts are 
not designed to be analogous to standard keyboard 
shifts). For example: PPPK+L3P would be the 
beginning of statement number 1C. 

Page numbers are recognized by approximately 30 
spaces (P's), followed by a page number (one or 
more of the characters which are upper case for the 
digits on the typewriter keyboards), followed by a 
carriage return, followed by an end-of-page mark, 
+. For example, [PPPPPPPPPP"(] used as a line 
search in QED should point to line 28 of the film 
document. 

The PASS4 output file must then be copied to a magnetic tape 
(use tape 8, reel 46) using a special copy routine which will 
not tenninate the copy process until the "actual" end-of-file 
mark, i.e., at least ten end-of-file marks (137b) in a row. 

This routine is located in Tomlin's disc file area and is 
named GOnGO (occasionally it is also to be found as 
(SYSTEM)/GO-GODOS): 

When this program is available (having been retrieved 
from disc) then the user may operate it as he would any 
"go file." 

At the beginning of execution the system will type 
"INPtJf:". The user should type the name of the film file 
he wishes to use. 

Next the system will type "OUTPUT:". The user should 
type a tape file name (either old or new). 

If an old tape file is too short to hold the input 
file, a message will be typed, "OUTPUT:" will be 
retyped, and the user should designate a different 
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file. 

If input and output have been properly specified, then 
"*****BEGIN EXECtrrION*****tt is typed. At the successful 
conclusion of the program u*****END OF PROCESS*****" is 
typed. 

In order to place another file on tape, the user must 
reinitiate the above process. 

The number of the resulting tape file must be noted and a data 
card punched for each file which is to be processed with the 
CDC 3200 FORTRAN program for conversion to film. The file 
number(s) should be punched right-justified in the first four 
columns of the card(s). 

The data card(s) should then be placed at the end of the 
FORTRAN deck in numerically ascending order. Then the deck and 
the magnetic tape (8) should be taken to the CDC 3200. 

b. FORTRAN PROGRAM TO CREATE FILM 

A FORTRAN program has been developed to be run on the CDC 3200 
and is the second major step in the process to produce 3S-mm 
film and hardcopy output. 

This program is designed to use as input the magnetic tape 
produced on the SDS 940 and data cards which are used to 
indicate which files on the tape are to be processed. 

Output from this program is 3S-mm film. 

c. FILM-TO-HARDCOPY CAPABILITY 

The third (and last) major step in the process is the 
film-to-hardcopy procedure. 

The 3S-mm film which is produced by the FORTRAN program via the 
CDC 3200 must be developed. This step can be rather rapid, 
depending on when the program is run and what the film 
developing schedule is. Essentially the film is developed 
using an automatic Fulton Film Processor which is now located 
in Building 320. This processor is operated by the service 
personnel connected with the CDC 3200 and under the direction 
of the Communication Laboratory. 

The developed film is then ready to be transferred to hardcopy. 
There are two ways in which this can be done: 
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First, and probably the most useful, is to have the film 
automatically Xeroxed. This process produces 9-inch by 
II-inch sheets of Xerox hardcopy. 

Second, one can use the processed film to produce selected 
pages (frames) of Thermofax hardcopy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This appendix proposes a set of specifications for the handling of 
the HCC (hardcopy collection), the FRC (film readable collection), 
and the MRFD (machine readable file directory). These 
specifications form but a part of the total set for the NIC. By 
far the bulk of the specifications will con~ern the processes 
associated with the transcription service, and are not considered 
here. 

Part II of the specifications (not given here) is concerned 
with TODAS (Typewriter-Oriented Documentation Aid System) and 
OP (Output Processor). 

The HCC represents a set of documents that are physically present 
at the NIC in hardcopy. The PRC is a microfilm version of a 
portion of the MNC (master NIC collection), where the MNC consists 
of the HCC and the MRC (machine readable collection). This 
section directs attention to the FRC as it will exist in the early 
days of the NIC. During this time the MRC is essentially 
nonexistent, so the PRC contains only documents from part of the 
HCC. 

The MRFD is the master catalog of the MNe. From the MNC one can 
extract information elements that can be used to construct a file 
directory for the PRC, the MRC, the query facility, and the 
retrieval facility. In part, the MRFD may contain information 
useful only in the administration of the NIC. 

The assumed environments in which these specifications apply are 
two in number. The first environment is one in which the only NIC 
output is derived from the HCC. Here the primary concern is with 
the management of the documents, their selection and arrangement 
for filming, and the maintenance of the NIC catalog together with 
the construction of the index for each issue of the FRC. The 
second environnment is one in which the NIC output is derived from 
both the HCC and the MRC. The latter, through the use of the 
transcription serVice, has been derived in part from the HCC. 

In the second environment the MRFD is truly the catalog for the 
MNC. The directory for each version of the FRC must account for 
this. 

Though this section is addressed to the first environment, the 
specifications thus derived will hold for the second environment. 

2. THE CATALOG -- GENERAL FEATURES 

The catalog might be characterized as one of the more dynamic 
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elements of the NIC. It will grow and change as the MNC grows and 
changes. In fact, every attempt will be made to localize the 
effects of growth and change to the catalog, rather than extending 
them to the MNC. 

As envisioned here, the catalog will contain entries for all 
documents in the HCC, whether they have been filmed or not, and 
all documents cited by those documents of the HCC that have been 
microfilmed. Included in the HCC are those entries in XDOC and 
the various versions of the FRC. 

Entries in the catalog may vary in nature as follows: 

(1) Exists by name only within the NIC; i.e., the MNC has no 
copy of the document 

(2) Exists as a physical document 

(3) Exists as a microfilmed entry in the FRC 

(4) Exists in the MRC. Clearly a document can change its 
status with time; indeed, it can be in several states 
simultaneously. Thus a document may be available as hardcopy, 
and as microfilmed, and as transcribed to the MRC, and as 
transcribed from the MRC to microfilm. 

It would appear less confusing to treat each form of the document 
as a different version, with all versions sharing a common name. 
This approach can give rise to a few small conflicts. For 
instance, the MRC version may differ in content and format from 
the HCC version; likewise the microfilm from the MRC can differ 
from the microfilm from the HCC. 

A strong feature being planned for the NIC is. the ability for a 
user to fetch a cited reference, where that reference may well be 
another document. To facilitate such retrieval activity, it is 
desirable to associate with each cited reference a unique file 
name. This one name should always be associated with the subject 
document wherever it appears, regardless of version or form of 
citation. Within the NIC the file name should be the key to 
effecting rapid retrieval of the subject document. 

3. THE HARDCOPY COLLECTION 

Hardcopy will be defined as encompassing printing on paper or a 
photograph on film. Many hardcopy documents will be in the 
vicinity of the NIC, but not all of the documents will be within 
the purview of the NIC. The documents considered within the NIC's 
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domain are those listed in the catalog as being retrievable upon 
a request of the NIC. 

When a document enters the NIC's domain, several processes should 
be effected. 

(1) A file name should be assigned to it. First, the catalog 
needs to be searched to determine whether the document has 
already been assigned a name. If it has, then the catalog 
entry should be appropriately updated; if not then an entry 
should be established. 

(2) The document should be reviewed to identify citations to 
other documents o Once again the catalog should be searched to 
obtain the file names of citations already entered, and to 
insert the previously missing ones. 

(3) An appendage should be made to the document listing the 
file names associated with each of the citations. 

(4) The document should be filed in the physical form 
necessary for microfilming and reference. 

(5) Keywords or other retrieval elements should be obtained 
from the document and also entered into the catalog. 

4. mE CATALOG -- MAINTENANCE 

Catalog maintenance refers to the updating of the entries through 
the insertion of new data, revision of existing data, and purging 
of old data. The possib Ie information elements associated wi th 
each file name are as follows: 

(1) File name 

(2) Author's name and affiliation 

(3) Title, subtitles. and other identifiers 

(4) Date of publication 

(5) Keywords 

(6) Citations from other files 

(7) Version, creation description, physical parameters (e.g., 
number of pages). 
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The completeness and size of a catalog entry will vary with the 
document. As a minimum an entry could consist of one element in 
each of items 1,2,3,4 and 7, for a "name only" document. 

s. nIE INDEX 

The index for each version of the PRC should be derived from the 
catalog. The catalog is already in the system as the MRFD, so the 
system should be able to construct the index directly and print it 
out. In particular, several indices could be constructed, for 
example, as a permuted KWIC. It should only be necessary to 
specifY to the system (1) the file names of the documents to be 
included in that version of the FRC, and (2) the order in which 
the documents are to appear. 

The MRFD has, for each document, the number of physical pages it 
represents. Once the film fonnat is established, say roll or 
microfiche, the system can directly enter into the index the 
location of each document. In the case of roll film, this 
location might be cassette and frame number; in the case of 
microfiche, this location might be card, row, and column number. 

In the use of the FRC containing only HCC documents, the user is 
afforded only indirect links among the documents. For instance, 
when a document is cited, the file name having been appended, the 
user must enter the index by file name to obtain the document's 
location and then fetch that document. When a table of contents 
is encountered within a document, it will still refer to the 
physical content of the document. The user will need to search 
within the document on that basis, where there need not always be 
a simple correlation between page or section number and frame 
number. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Tree Meta, MOL, and SPL compilers are in need of many changes. 
This appendix discusses the problems of the compilers in their 
current state and offers a unified solution. 

We feel that a total planned rewrite of all three compilers offers 
the most economical long-tern solution. Eventually all the things 
listed below must be done. If they can be accomplished with some 
simultaneity, all changes can be accommodated on the first pass, 
less time will be wasted, and the benefits of the rewrite will be 
available sooner. 

2. CURRENT PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

a. MOL BUGS 

The most straightforward problems are the bugs in the MOL. 
None of these is too serious for the current MOL usage. We all 
just avoid using the syntactic phrases that cause the problems. 
This does mean, however, that the code we write does not always 
reflect the original, natural conception. 

This is rare enough that it certainly does not warrant a 
complete rewrite of the MOL; most of the bugs could be fixed 
by a couple of weeks' work on the current version. 

A more serious problem with the MOL is the 80-character line 
orientation of the input routines. These programs rely on the 
format of QED lines; thus code that exists in NLS format must 
be made to look like QED format before compilation. This 
limits the length of NLS statements containing MOL code, and 
just makes everything kludgey. 

b. SYMBOL PROBLEM 

NLS has grown to such proportions that it nearly overflows the 
symbol tables of the TSS subsystems used to assemble, load, and 
debug it. Already it is too large to use NARP and DDT; we must 
use ARPAS and ODDT. 

If an additive assembler were added to Tree Meta, and MOL were 
rewritten using the built-in assembler, this problem would 
completely disappear. The additive assembler would avoid the 
symbolic definition of the many thousand generated symbols that 
MOL currently produces. The only symbols defined at load time 
would be those specifically defined in the MOl.. code. This 
would reduce the total number from about -3000 to a few hundred. 
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We would design the additive assembler so that the files it 
produces would be NARP-DDT compatible. This would mean that we 
could use the new DDT and its improved debugging features. 

c. SYSTEM LOAD 

The load that assembling NLS currently puts on the time-sharing 
system (TSS) is detrimental in two ways. It kills the response 
of the system, eats up a lot of RAD space, and makes NLS nearly 
unusable while it is being done. This, in turn, makes the 
system programmers a little afraid to do assemblies and thus 
slows system design and debugging. This last problem is felt 
in a slow creeping way every time we put off doing an assembly 
for a few days because it would put sllch a load on the system. 

The present way of assembling the system is first to compile 
all the files, then assemble them, and finally load them. It 
takes longer to assemble a file than it does to compile it; 
thus, getting rid of the assembly phase would cut the process 
in half. 

Moreover, since the compilers currently spend more than half 
their time in the symbolic output phases, eliminating this 
would again cut the time in half. 

Finally, the symbol-table routine wastes coniderable time in 
long compilations. We partially implemented a hash table in 
the MOL, and compilation time dropped by 1/4 for large 
compilations. All this means that total assembly time would 
drop by a factor of 5 and maybe even 10. 

The major effort for the conversion to additive assemblers 
would be done once, in Tree Meta. The syntax for additive 
assembly output would closely resemble the current syntax for 
symbolic output. 

d. COHERENT PACKAGE WITH NLS 

A minor but annoying feature of the compilers as they currently 
stand is their kludgey interface with NLS. This is especially 
true when it comes to error recovery. While everything else is 
being rewritten, we could devise a general scheme for file 
processing and feedback to the user about the results of the 
process. 

If the MOL and the SPLs were both written in Tree Meta, the 
code files for the system could be better organized. Each 
overlay could be a single file; the binary would be the result 
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of a single compilation. 

This would simplify system assembly as well as speeding it 
up. Less RAD space would be needed because fewer 
intermediate files would be generated. Fewer symbolic and 
binary files would have to be saved on the disc. 

Also, by having the files more closely related to program 
function, better use could be made of the NLS linkage 
conunands. 

e. POWERFUL SYNTAX IN MOL 

A number of new features will be added to the MOL syntax. 
These are discussed in more detail below under MOL. The main 
benefit of the features is that they will make the syntax of 
the language closer to the intentions of the coder. This does 
not change anything in drastic ways; it just makes life a 
little better when someone is trying to figure out what a piece 
of code is "supposed" to do. 

f. MORE DENSE SPL CODE 

By rewriting the SPLs and using the features of Tree Meta, we 
feel that about a 20-percent reduction could be made in the 
number of instructions compiled. This does not affect NLS in a 
big way, but it would give us a little more room for expans10n 
in some of the overlay pages that are currently over 90 percent 
full. 

g.CONSISTENCY OF METIIODOLOGY 

To convert the code files to NLS and retain the current 
compiler systems is to do only half a job. The listings would 
not disappear, and the "larger NLS experiment" would not be 
done. To replace the listings, the code files must be 
coherently organized and easily accessible. For files written 
in MOL, this may mean experimenting with syntactic changes, and 
this is only practical if they are written in Tree Meta. 

Eventually, we would like to work out a method of compilation 
that substitutes the tree structure of NLS files for the phrase 
structure of the MOL and SPLs. This is virtually impossible 
unless the MOL is in Tree Meta and the changes can be done in 
one central place, namely the Tree Meta library, for all the 
experimental compilers. 

There is the vague, elusive notion of staying on top of the 
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design problem. The code files are becoming cumbersome to work 
wi th in their current form. ,"lust moving them to NLS would not 
help much. 

If, however, the syntax of the languages were more suited to 
NLS linkage conventions, and the files themselves were 
better structured, we might again reach a point of feeling 
that the structure is well understood, and the effect of 
changes in code can be properly predicted. 

We have finally figured out a way of writing the parse and 
unparse rules for the MOL compiler in Tree Meta and not 
overflowing the push-down stacks during compilation. Now that 
we have a solution, it would be satisfying to have all of our 
compilers written in the same metalanguage. 

3. PROPOSED CHAI'.JGES 

a. TREE r·1ETA 

Addi ti ve Assei11b ler 

This is one of the major projects in tems of radical 
changes to the existing Tree Meta system. Tree Heta would 
be enlarged to permit either symbolic or binary output from 
a compilation. The binary output would be formed by making 
up words for a sort of backhalf processor that puts the 
words in the precise form necessary for DDT. Linkage for 
undefined labels and packing of undefined Polish expressions 
would be automatically handled by the backhalf. 

Symbol Table 

The new symbol table will use hash entry instead of the 
current search technique. In conjunction with the additive 
assembler, it will be expanded to include declaration flags, 
array-size parameters, and definition bits. 

The new table would also reserve bits for compile-time 
attribute flags. This would permit a Tree Meta compiler to 
check declarations and give appropriate diagnostics. 

Basic Recognizers 

The basic recognizers will be changed to delete blanks after 
recognition instead of before. This will reduce the initial 
recognizer test, and thus the time for a failure, from the 
current 2S instructions to less than S instnlctions. These 
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failures represent about 20 percent of the runtime for a 
compilation. 

The "TST" (literal string test) recognizer will be further 
improved so that a failure will average only slightly more 
than 3 instructions. This recognizer represents about 80 
percent of the total recognizers executed. r.loreover, its 
failllre-to-success ratio is about 20 to 1. 

Use of Skip Return 

A new convention will be established for all the recognizers 
and recursive rules. The return will skip if the subroutine 
has been successful and not skip if it has failed. This 
means that the current BRANCH FALSE instruction can he 
eliminated. It is the shortest and yet most frequently 
executed POP in the Tree Meta system. It accounts for about 
3S percent of the POPs executed. 

Interface to NLS 

Once Tree Meta has heen interfaced to NLS, all the other 
compilers should interface automatically. It is hard to 
guess how long it will take to do the job, since we do not 
yet know what we want to do. 

One suggestion is to add to NLS the ability to store a list 
of T-pointers, which are the result of a compilation. This 
list could he kept by NLS with the file until another 
process is performed on the file. The statements on the 
list would be displayed under a new VIEWSPEC parameter. 

b. MOL 

Rewrite in Tree Meta 

The entire MOL will be written in the new Tree Meta language 
using the additive assembler. This project is mostly done. 
We have a version of the MOL written in an extended Tree 
Meta language using symbolic output. TIle code is almost 
complete, and we do not anticipate any new problems. Of 
course, the compiler cannot be checked out without a new 
Tree ~1eta because it needs features in the metalanguage 
which are not currently in Tree Meta. 

New Features 

The new MOL will have many additional features. None of 
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them is expensive in terms of effort or compile time. They 
are mostly free benefits of the use of Tree r.leta for 
compiling. 

The new compiler will allow an expression to be a statement. 
This will help by clearing up the meaning of many lines of 
current code, when an expression is forced into an ASSIGN 
statement even though that is not the intention of the 
writer. 

The STORE operator, currently available only through the 
ASSIGN statement, will be put in as the lowest-level binding 
operator in an expression. This will mean that STOREs can 
be done during expression evaluation. This also helps 
conciseness and clarity. 

Possible addresses will be expanded from the currently 
restricted set to any expression. This was always wanted, 
even in the original MOL specification, but was too 
difficult to add to the original version. The power of Tree 
Meta to do its top-down tree search means that the more 
versatile syntax can be added and tight code can still be 
produced for the simple cases, just as it is now. 

The double branch currently compiled at the end of logical 
expressions will disappear. This can be done simply with 
the unparse rules in Tree Meta; it would have been difficult 
wi th the curren t ~tOL. 

\Ve plan to introduce a new CASE statement. It will do a 
single CASE based on a logical expression at the start of 
the CASE, rather than on a predetermined number. 

Syntax will be added to simplify the use of the BRX, SKR, 
XMA, and register-exchange instructions. This will make all 
the 940 instructions available directly in the MOL (except 
those concerned with floating-point exponents). 

Use of Additive Assembler 

When the MOL is written using the additive assembler, all of 
the many generated labels will simply not appear in the 
binary file. This will mean that the number of symbols for 
NLS will be reduced to a manageable size. Moreover, our 
current kludgey way of using the "frozen" feature of ARPAS 
can be given up completely. 
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Complete Integration into MOLR 

The already existing version of MOL in Tree Meta is in the 
MOL report file, which is in NLS format on the disc. This 
file represents the first attempt to integrate the actual 
code for a compiler into the fOrAal and informal 
descriptions. This integration i~ only possible because the 
Tree Meta code for MOL is brief enough to fit in a file with 
the report. It may well be that this file (MOLR) could be 
the first realistic attempt at a single, monolithic 
programming and doctmentation structure for a large program. 

Transfer of Current Code to NLS 

We already have a program, PASSO, which reads an MOL program 
from a QED file and produces another QED file in 
structured-statement form. The structure is determined by a 
set of rules for indenting, resembliUR th~ set used by 
r.1cKeeman in his UNCRUNCH program (CACM 65). We have used 
this pro£rsun in conjunction wi thdthe N1LShcommand. Insert QED 
Branch wIth complete success, an Iee t at the 1n1t1al 
transfer should be a straightforward task of only a few 
days. 

c. SPLs 

Use of Additive Assembler 

When the SPL compiler and the ~10L compiler are in Tree Meta, 
they can be rigged to output to a continuous file. This 
will mean that a single NLS file can contain code in both 
languages and still be compiled in one simple operation. 

Clarity of Code in SPLs 

If the SPL compiler is in Tree Meta, the parse rules will 
contain only parse information and node-building directions. 
This should make them much more readable, a feature always 
wanted by those who try to figure out commands of NLS by 
reading the code in the SPLs. 

A report on the SPL is about 3/4 done (currently about 50 
pages). When the SPL compiler is rewritten, the new version 
would be integrated into the report. This would be another 
large-scale attempt to do away with listing by organizing the 
documentation and code into an easily accessible, monolithic, 
structured NLS file. 
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4. MANPOWER ESTIMATES 

To reap the full benefits from these changes, all the projects 
must be done as a whole. MOL and. SPL cannot be rewritten without 
rewriting Tree Meta, and it does little good to rewrite Tree Meta 
only. Thus, although the estimates are broken down, the entire 
project must be completed to be worth the effort. 

The es timate to rewrite Tree f>.teta and bring the report up to 
publishable standards is 2 man-months. The report is on the disc 
as a single NLS file. The new Tree Meta library and compiler will 
be part of the file, and the report will be synchronized with the 
new compiler. Most of the 2 man-months will be devoted to the new 
library and the additive assembler. 

After the new Tree Meta is done, the MOL" should only take about 
1.5 more man-months. This is again for finishing the new Tree 
Meta version of the compiler and bringing the report file up to 
date and into publishable form. 

Rewriting the SPLs is the simplest of the tasks. We estimate one 
man-month to both rewrite the compiler and finish the SPL report. 
About 1/3 of the time will be spent on the compiler and about 2/3 
on the report. 

These estimates are made in terms of time spent doing the work. 
Normally, the programmers within the M1I Center spend a good deal 
of their time debugging NLS, working on specifications and ideas 
for new features, and generally doing small detailed tasks not 
related to a specific project. With this in mind, it becomes very 
difficult to estimate the real time these projects will require. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This appendix is a portion of a working document for the evolution 
of the Decode-Encode Language (DEL). The Decode-Encode Language is 
a machine independent language tailored to two specific computer 
network tasks: 

Accepting input codes from interactive consoles, giving 
immediate feedback, and packing the resulting information into 
message packets for network transmission 

Accepting message packets from another computer, unpacking 
them, building trees of display information, and sending other 
information to the user at his interactive station. 

2. NET STANDARD TRANSLATORS 

ao INTRODUCTION 

The NST library is the set of programs necessary to mesh 
efficiently with the code compiled at the user sites from the 
DEL programs it receives. The NST-DEL approach to NET 
interactive system communication is intended to operate over a 
broad spectrum. 

The lowest level of NST-DEL use is direct transmission to 
the server-host of information in the same format that user 
programs would receive at the user-host. 

In this mode, the NST defaults to inaction. The DEL 
program does not receive Universal Hardware 
Representation input, but input in the normal fashion for 
the user-host. The DEL program becomes merely a message 
builder and sender. 

An intermediate use of NST-DEL is to have echo tables for a 
TTY at the user-host. 

In this mode, the DEL program would run a full duplex TTY 
for the user. 

It would echo characters, translate them to the character 
set of the server-host, pack the translated characters in 
messages, and on appropriate break characters send the 
messages. 

When messages come from the server-host, the DEL progam 
would translate them to the user-host character set and 
print them on his TTY. ' 
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A more ambitious tesk for nEL is the operation of large, 
display-ori.ented systems from remote consoles over the NET. 

Large interactive systems usually offer a lot of feedback 
to the user. The unusual nature of the feedback makes it 
impossible to model with an echo tanh;. and thus a user 
program must be activated in a TSS each time a button 
state is changed. 

This puts an unnecessarily large load on a TSS, and if 
the system is being run through the NET it could 
easily load two systems. 

To avoid this double overloading of TSS, a DEL program 
will run on the user-host. It will handle all the 
immediate feedback, much like a complicated echo 
table. At appropriate button pushes, messages will be 
sent to the server-host and display updates received 
in return. 

One of the more difficult, and often neglected, problems 
is the effective simulation of one nonstandard console on 
another nonstandard console. 

We attempt to offer a means of solving this problem 
through the co-routine structure of DEL programs. For 
the complicated interactive systems, part of the DEL 
programs will be constructed by the server-host 
programmers. Interfaces between this program and the 
input stream may easily be inserted by programmers at 
the user-host site. 

b. UNIVERSAL HARDWARE REPRESENTATION 

To minimize the number of translators needed ~o map any 
facility's user codes to any other facility, there is a 
Universal Hardware Representation. 

This is simply a way of talking, in general terms, about all 
the hardware devices at all the interactive display stations in 
the initial newtork. 

For example, a display is thought of as being a square. The 
midpoint has coordinates (0,0), and the range is -1 to I on 
both axes. A point may now be specified to any accuracy, 
regardless of the particular number or density of raster points 
on a display. 
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c. INTRODUCTION TO nIE NETWORK STANDARD TRANSLATOR (NST) 

Suppose that a user at a remote site. say lJtah~ is entered in 
the MIl system and wants to run NLS. 

The first step is to enter NLS in the normal way. At that time 
the Utah system will request a symbolic program from NLS. 

TIlis program is written in DEL. It is called the NLS Remote 
Encode Program (REP). 

The program accepts input in the Universal Hardware 
Representation and translates it to a fonn usable by NLS. 

It may pack characters in a buffer and may also do some 
local feedback. 

When the program i.S first received at Utah§. it is campi led and 
loaded to be run ;.n conjunction with a standard library. 

All input from the Utah console first goes to the NLS REP. It 
is processed. parsed. blocked .. translated, etc. When the REP 
receives a character appropriate to its state it may finally 
ini tiate transf'urs to the 940. The bits transferred are in a 
form acceptable to the 940 J and perhaps in a standard fom so 
that the NLS need not differentiate between Utah and other NET 
users. 

d. ADVANTAGES OF NST 

After each node has implemented the library part of the NST, it 
need only write one program for each subsystem" namely the 
symbolic file it sends to each user to map the NET hardware 
representation into its own special bit formats. 

This is the minimtnn progranuning that can be expected if each 
console is used to its fullest extent. 

Since the NST which runs the encode translation is coded at 
the user site, it can take advantage of hardware at its 
consoles to the fullest extent. It can also add or remove 
hardware features without requiring new or different 
translation tahles from the host. 

Local users are also kept up to date on any changes in the 
system offered at the host site. As new features are added, 
the host programmers change the symbolic encode program. 
w~en this new program is compiled and used at the user site, 
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the new features are automatically included. 

The advantages of having the encode translation programs 
transferred symbolically should be obvious. 

Each site can translate any way it sees fit. Thus machine 
code for each site can be produced to fit that site; faster 
run times and greater code density will be the result. 

Moreover, extra symbolic programs, coded at the user site, 
J11ay bQ easily interfaced. betv.,reen the user's monitor system 
and the DEL program from the host machine. This should ease 
the problem of console extension (e.g., accommodating 
unusual keys and buttons) without loss of the flexibility 
needed for man-machine interaction. 

It is expected that when there is matching hardware, the 
symbolic programs will take this into account and avoid any 
unnecessary computing. This is immediately possible through 
the code translation constructs of DEL. It may someday be 
possible to do this through program composition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This appendix describes an implementation plan for the NIC, 
covering only a portion of the services that might be provided. 
In particular, it addresses itself to the production of a 
microfilm version of the MRC (Master Reference Collection) and the 
GODOS (Graphic-Oriented Documentation Output System). 

The detailed structure of these three services is more 
developed than that of the other NIC services, such as TODAS 
(Typewriter-Oriented Documentation Aid System), query and 
retrieval, and NLS. 

This is not to say that the gross outlines of these latter 
services are not known. 

It is believed that the three initial services can and should 
continue their concurrent development. 

2. MICROFILM OF THE MRC 

a. TI-IE MAJOR GOAL 

A first service of the NIC should be the distribution, in 
microfilm form, of up-to-date versions of the hardcopy portion 
of the HRC. 

At the present time the MRC contains user's guides of various 
network nodes, and network planning doctwents. 

The microfilm material should be indexed, cross-referenced, and 
linked to a filing system so that material can be quickly 
returned. 

b. TASKS TO BE PURSUED 

Choice of Microfilm Format 

Two formats for the microfilm should be considered -- fiche 
and roll. 

The fiche provides about 60 frames per 4-by-6-inch card 
of film. 

A roll provides about 3000 frames on a lOO-foot l6-mm 
film. Long-term planning for the NIC should consider a 
20-node network with each node contributing an average of 
1000 pages to the ~fRC; thus we are considering a 
20,OOO-page collection. 
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At one page per frame, in fiche form, this represents 
about 330 cards, while in roll-film form this is about 7 
rolls. 

The smaller quantum of the fiche may minimize production 
problems arising from routine changes in the MRC 

However, there is some question regarding the ease with 
which a fiche collection can be used to retrieve a 
specific entry in the MRC. 

With fiche, the present technology for low-cost systems 
requires a manual search for the desired card and a 
manual replacement into the proper location. 

With roll film, the search may be eased by the use of 
motorized drives and automatic frame counter~J though 
low-cost systems require the operator to be ln the 
feedback loop. 

A first task is to evaluate these two approaches. 

It is recommended that a fiche viewer and a roll-film 
viewer (with frame counter) be obtained on a trial basis, 
together with some sample material. 

If no clear-cut choice can be made on such a trial basis, 
then the hardcopy of the MRC should be experimented with. 

First, the available material should be split into two 
parts, say 1/3 and 2/3 of the collection. 

For the first 2/3, a simple index should be constructed 
and fiche and roll versions created and tried. 

Next, to assess the effects of updating, the remaining 
1/3 should be added to the microfilm version, and the 
index updated. 

The mechanism for effecting the total update should also 
be studied and evaluated. 

Cataloging 

It is critical that a powerful catalog be established and 
operational when the NIC offers its initial service. 

The catalog should encompass all doc\~ents within the 
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sphere of theMRC. As such it might contain several 
thousand entries, each entry being set off from all 
others by virtue of its identifier. 

The actual form of a given document may vary with time; 
indeed, it may be in several forms simultaneously. 

It is expected that the forms will be the following: 

Machine readable 

Microfilm 

Hardcopy 

Citation. 

In its life a document might initially enter the catalog as 
an item cited by some other document actually in the system. 

At this stage the subject document is a name only. 

The document may later physically enter the system as a 
hardcopy item. 

As interest in it rises, it could be placed on microfilm, 
and sometime later into the computer's files. 

The structure of the catalog should be such as to 
accommodate a document as it assumes any and all of its 
foms. 

Changes in a document's form should not affect the links 
between that document and the other documents in the ~1RC. 

These links will point to the suhject document from other 
documents, and should point to these other citing 
documents from the subject document. 

These two-way links permit one to travel forward as well 
as backward in time. 

The inclusion of entries in the catalog for cited documents 
that are not actually present permits all the links to be 
established for a document at the time it physically enters 
the system. 

The identifier associated with a given document should be 
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invariant with time, even from its inception as a 
citation. 

An identifier composed of the initial letters of the 
first author's surname, the year of publication, and 
perhaps a few auxiliary characters might suffice. 

Indices and Links 

The microfilmed material should contain its own index that 
will permit the user to use the material intelligently 
without any computer assistance. 

There should he a master index and perhaps some 
subindices. 

Each index could show~ for each document, such familiar 
items as author, title, and date; it should also show 
the document's identifier (from the catalog) and the 
document's physical location on the microfilm, i.e. the 
roll number and frame number for roll film and the card 
number, row, and column for fiche. 

It is highly desirable that the identifier and physical 
location be associated with each appearance of a citation 
to a document. Thus, a user of the microfilm might 
follow a trail of references within the filmed 
collection, or call for the document by identifier and 
use a computer terminal. 

These auxiliary data might need to be appended to the 
hardcopy version, rather than inserted in the body of the 
document. 

Such insertion might be difficult or undesirable to do. 

The appended material might also list all documents 
referring to the subject document. 

It is not clear that such reverse citations should be 
made an integral part of a document. 

Such citations are likely to grow with time and result in 
changes to the appended portions of documents that 
otherwise are unchanging. 

Consideration should be given to incorporation of the 
reverse citations in the more dynamic portions of the 
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file, such as the indices themselves. 

Genealogies 

In time there will develop films of films of hardcopy -
films of computer CRT output of system files from hardcopy, 
etc. 

It is highly desirable that we know at all times the 
processes used to get to a given result. 

For instance, one should be able to pick up a piece of 
film, find a document on it, and know all intermediate 
films, transformations, etc. involved in handling that 
document. 

There is no necessity to incorporate such genealogies in 
the files or doc\~ents themselves. 

Instruction Manual 

An instruction manual should be developed for the use of the 
microfilm. 

This manual should be a document on film and should also be 
available on paper. 

Examples need to be constructed and a self-teaching element 
included. 

Inventory Control 

The inventory-contrOl task is interpreted broadly to include 
the following: 

Requesting documents for inclusion in the system 

Monitoring the document inventory so that requests can be 
fomulated 

Distributing viewers and film 

Collecting returnable items (cartridges, reels, etc) 

Advertising the NIC's services. 
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3. GODOS 

a. MAJOR GOALS 

The major goals for GODOS are the following: 

The production of film frames representing information held 
in system files 

The production of films, observing the quantum restrictions 
(cards, rolls, etc.) upon user specification of the desired 
list of files and their ordering upon the film 

The automatic generation of indices, including those 
documents and other films to be used in a set, where 
these other films may be photographs of hardcopy 

The generation of title pages. 

b. TASKS TO BE PURSUED 

Selection and Organization of Material 

Typically only a selected number of files in the MRC will be 
processed in a given run through GODQS. 

For this to be possible it is necessary that GODOS 
accept, as an input, an ordered list of files. 

In accordance with this list the named files should be 
processed in the established order. 

In conjunction with that process various indices and links 
should be constructed. 

An important element of these indices and links is 
information on the physical location, in the film 
collection, of the subject material. 

Thus, an index should list the frame number (if roll 
film), or card-row-column number (if fiche) where each 
doclUllent begins. 

Within a document, similar coordinate numbers should be 
associated with each reference to other documents or to 
sections within the subject document. 

It is anticipated that clever processes may need to be 
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developed if multiple passes through the files are to be 
avoided. 

For example, a first pass may be used to paginate the 
entire volume of material to be filmed, where a more than 
adequate number of pages are reserved beforehand for the 
index. 

During that pass the index might be constructed. 

Internal links might well require a second pass before 
all "targets" are specified. 

It is possible that an auxiliary index could be 
associated with each document, especially for internal 
links. 

This could all be based upon prepagination of each 
document (preestablishing a page count and relative 
locations of links) presupposing that a standard output 
format is to apply. 

Format and Style Control 

Various levels of format control should be effected by 
GOOOS. 

The highest level of format control would be the "volume" 
of text. 

In the case of roll film, the "volume" could be a 
roll; in the case of fiche, it could be a deck of 
cards. 

The next level of control is the document. 

The concern here might be as simple as starting each 
document on a new frame and/or card. 

It follows that each doc\Ullent would then terminate on 
a frame and/or card used only by that document. 

Similar constraints might apply to chapters, sections, or 
other subdivisions. 

Increasingly complex format rules might apply to 
pagination, paragraphing, and line formation. 
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The GODOS should provide for an open-ended set of fonts. 

One or two fonts might be considered "standard," as the 
only ones used by a large fraction of the MRC. 

For the remainder of the MRC an extensive and probably 
ever-growing set of fonts might be desirable. 

Let it be assumed that a flexible character/vector/dot 
generator is used in conjunction with GODOS. 

Under these conditions, essentially arbitrary fonts could 
be constructed. 

It would then be possible to associate with each document 
a set of coded descriptions of any special font that it 
requires, and for GOOOS to execute the font. 

Coding embedded in the document file could indicate when 
GOOOS should shift into and out of the special font. 
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